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Campground furniture can help dress up campsites and in effect make them
more inviting, improving guests’ overall experiences. Photo courtesy of KOA.

PUBLISHER’S CORNER

By Sherman Goldenberg

Some Business Trends Worth Monitoring in ’16
There’s an old saying about the effects of too much information
— that it’s like drinking out of a fire hydrant. And looking at our
spring agenda, that weathered cliché pretty much applies to our
current pace as we scramble to keep a handle on both the RV park
and campground arena for Woodall’s Campground Management
and the RV sector for sister publication RVBusiness.
Now, don’t misunderstand. It’s all good — very good right now,
and it was really enjoyable seeing long-time industry friends at the
two March events we were able to personally visit — the Wisconsin
Association of Campground Owners (WACO) Convention & Trade
Show in Stevens Point, Wis., and the Northeast Campground
Association’s (NCA) 52nd Annual Northeast Conference on
Camping & Trade Show in Nashua, N.H.
Having personally missed NCA’s conference for a couple of years due to scheduling conflicts,
I was excited to have had a chance to reenter that Northeast conversation for a couple of days and
to have participated there in a panel discussion with some esteemed industry people at which we
identified a few key business trends we’re seeing right now on both the RV park and RV manufacturing sides of the fence:
RV industry still has the beat. RV builders continue to recover from the recession, finishing 2015
with a 5% retail sales hike for their sixth consecutive year of (re)growth — good news for RV parks
that accommodate them. And optimism prevails for 2016.
Smaller RVs gaining cachet? Up and down, in towables as well as motorized, there’s a subtle
but noticeable shift toward smaller units — hard to say how far it goes.
No relief yet for Canadian market. Canada’s economy is still struggling for a variety of reasons,
and RV retail sales there were down 54% in January.
Camping popularity gaining legs. Hard to put one’s finger on all the reasons, but the North
American public’s interest in recreational camping clearly continues to grow.
Public parks want a piece of the action. Public entities, especially state and municipal governmental bodies, are developing more campgrounds with RV spaces.
More competition in rental accommodations:That goes for park models, cabins, yurts, trailers,
teepees, and even elaborate tents, some of which draw new campers.
Wi-Fi expectations at all-time high. The availability of Wi-Fi service in this day and age has, of
course, become the norm rather than the exception.
Online reservations gaining ground. Watch for escalating use of online reservations via OTAs
(online travel agencies). WCM
www.woodallscm.com
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Arizona ARVC Conference
Set for April 27 in Chandler
The Arizona Association of RV Parks
and Campgrounds (Arizona ARVC) is
gearing up for its 2016 Arizona Outdoor
Hospitality Conference and Expo, which
will happen April 27 at Rawhide Western
Town in Chandler. “We are excited
about this year’s conference,” said
Arizona ARVC Executive Director Jo
Ann Mickelson. “It will be a one-day,
jam-packed event with lots of information including the lawsuits in Arizona on
ADA noncompliance, new directories to
take home, contests, trade show, good
food and company.”
The morning will include a crackerbarrel session and discussion of legal
issues facing RV parks in Arizona, followed by an address on “The Complete
Guest Experience” from Barb Youmans,
senior director of membership services
and education at the National Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds
(ARVC). The afternoon will be dedicated
to round-table seminars on issues
like insurance, learning QuickBooks,
maintaining and repairing commercial
washers and dryers, basic info on work
campers and a panel on “camping
with the stars.” Following that will be
cocktails and a silent auction, and the
day will wrap up with an evening dinner
and state awards.
Registration deadline for the conference is April 22. For more information,
email arizonaarvc@aol.com or call 602403-6196. WCM

Sun Communities Buying Carefree for $1.68
Billion, Adds 103 Properties in U.S., Canada
The purchase ‘increases our presence in key, highbarrier coastal markets,’ said Sun Chairman and
CEO Gary Shiffman, adding that Carefree’s highQuality operation complements Sun nicely.

Dave Napp

Sun Communities Inc. will pay $1.68
billion to acquire Carefree Communities
Inc., combining two of the top five U.S. real
estate investment trusts that operate RV
and manufactured housing properties, Sun
announced March 22.
The sale, expected to close by early
July, will see Southfield, Mich.-based Sun
adding Carefree and its 103 properties,
consisting of 27,668 RV and MH sites, to its

Colleen Edwards

own portfolio of 233 properties with 89,400
sites.
The announcement, said Gary Shiffman,
chairman and CEO of Sun, marks “another
milestone in the ongoing growth and evolution of the Sun portfolio.”
Sun, which got its start in 1975 and went
public in 1993, benefits strongly from
adding Carefree’s parks, located in Florida,
California, North Carolina, Texas, Massa-

chusetts, New Jersey and Ontario,
Shiffman said.
Carefree, based in Scottsdale, Ariz., “increases our presence in key, high-barrier
coastal markets. This includes 78 communities in Florida and California as well as
the addition of two top-ranked RV resorts
in North America: Sherkston Shores
outside of Toronto, Canada, and Sun-N-Fun
in Florida,” Shiffman said.
Sun has focused its growth on a mixture
of growing occupancy at existing locations, adding sites to existing parks and
buying more properties. Since 2011, Shiffman said, Sun has made more than $2.6
billion in acquisitions.
Carefree founders Dave Napp and
Colleen Edwards gave their company a
mission “To create meaningful experiences for every person, every time.
We strive to deliver exemplary customer
service and a safe, welcoming community
for all.”
Carefree’s high-quality operation
complements Sun nicely, Shiffman said.
“We’re very excited about the transaction.
“Carefree is a unique high-quality portfolio with excellent growth characteristcs
and we are excited about creating
additional value as we integrate Carefree
onto our platform.”
In an announcement of the pending acquisition, Edwards and Napp said in a joint
statement, “We are very proud of the company we have built over the last decade
and are excited about the opportunity to
Sun Communities – continued on page 29

RVIA: 2016 RV Shipments Should Grow by ARVC’s Jeff Sims Honored with National
2%, to Levels Unseen Since Great Recession Legislative Award at RVIA Annual Meeting
future.”
The forecast total for
RV maker Forest River, like the rest 2016 is more than double
of the industry, is seeing growth.
the industry’s 2009 recession low, and is being
driven by an improving
economy, a deep-seated
preference of consumers
for the RV lifestyle and
innovative RV designs.
“The favorable RV outlook is based on continued gains in jobs and
wages, as well as low inflation and interest rates,”
said Curtin. “Although
interest rates, inflation
and gas prices will move up in the
The RV industry’s shipments will reach
future, there is no reason to expect a
381,100 units in 2016, a 2% increase
sudden increase during the year ahead.”
above the 2015 total of 374,246, according
The 2016 gains are expected to
to a new forecast from the Recreation
continue the strong performance of
Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA). The
conventional travel trailers and Class C
forecast comes on the heels of a year
motorhomes, according to RVIA’s
which saw RV shipments increase nearly
announcement.
5% to 374,246 units over 2014. The foreThe RV industry’s resurgence reflects
casted total is more than double the
the ability of manufacturers to quickly
industry’s recessionary low and would be
deliver new features and options that
the highest mark since 2006.
appeal to changes in the marketplace,
The forecast was prepared by RV
RVIA said.
industry analyst Richard Curtin, and
Curtin noted there is a wide band of
released at RVIA’s annual meeting in
possible outcomes around the current
March in Tucson, Ariz.
RV forecast because of unusual levels of
“Last year marked the longest period
uncertainty in economic data and the
of sustained growth in the past 50
political arena. These uncertainties are
years,” said RVIA’s new president, Frank
expected to be offset by strong and
Hugelmeyer. “The industry has recovunyielding consumer preferences for
ered from the recession, and we’re lookthe RV lifestyle. WCM
ing forward to sustained growth into the
WOODALLSCM.com

Jeff Sims speaks to RVIA members
in Arizona at the meeting.

Jeff Sims, director of state relations and
program advocacy with the National Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds
(ARVC), was honored by the Recreation
Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA) during
its annual meeting March 1 at the Ritz Carlton,
Dove Mountain, in Tucson, Ariz..
Sims earned RVIA’s National Legislative
Award for his key role in working to convince
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) to revise the agency’s RV
definition and draw a bright, clear line between park model RVs and manufactured
housing. The National Legislative Award honors those who distinguish themselves in legislative matters pertaining to the RV industry.
“RVIA’s awards program recognizes
individuals in a variety of areas who work
selflessly and diligently for the betterment of
the RV industry,” RVIA Chairman Derald
Bontrager said following the award presentation. “It is an honor to acknowledge those
achievements.”
HUD had planned to require porches to be

included in the 400-square-foot limit on park
model RVs, but backed off the proposal after
nearly 800 RV park owners sent approximately
2,700 electronic letters to 335 members of Congress opposing the porch requirement. Park
operators and RV industry officials also told
Congress that what was really needed was for
HUD to clarify the distinctions between park
model RVs and manufactured homes.
Sims was ARVC’s point person on the letter-writing campaign, which he coordinated
with RVIA and the National Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association (RVDA). “He is also
the point person for defending the use of RV
products in America’s campgrounds at
the state and local level,” said Bontrager,
who also serves as president and CEO of
Middlebury, Ind.-based Jayco Inc.
“Whenever state or local tax, zoning or
code officials threaten to discriminate
against the use of RVs, Jeff dons his cape and
flies in to help defend the RV lifestyle. Each
year he helps dozens and dozens of campgrounds beat back regulators who threaten
our industry. And he helps hundreds more
understand how to stay out of the crosshairs
in the first place. If it were not for Jeff and
his tenacity, there would be far fewer campgrounds in which Americans could enjoy
living the RV lifestyle.”
HUD published a proposed rule in February that clarifies any misconceptions by
defining an RV as a unit built on a vehicular
structure that is not certified as a manufactured home and that is designed only for
recreational use and not as a primary residence or for permanent occupancy. The proJeff Sims – continued on page 22
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Investment of $1.1m in Solar Panels has
Double Payback for California RV Park

The solar panels provide electricity and shaded storage.

A new solar energy installation at
Castaic Lake RV Park in the southern
California community of Castaic is
saving — and making — money for its
owners.
Energy generated by the 950 solar
panels put into service earlier this year
is expected to save the park up to $7,000
a month on its electric bill. In addition,
the solar panels created covered storage
spaces that Castaic Lake can rent to
customers.
Castaic Lake RV Park is located 40
miles north of Los Angles and two miles
south of Castaic Lake. It opened 38
years ago and has 309 spaces, including
15 that were recently upgraded to
include patios and fire pits. Other
park amenities include a pool, spa,
small playground, maintenance store,
laundry and showers.
“Our electric bill is usually around
$9,000 a month in fall and winter,” said
general manager Ray Graeber, who has
been with the park for 25 years. “In the
summertime it’s more than $20,000 a
month.” The park’s owners wanted to
install solar panels to help offset some
of their expenses. They requested
several estimates over an eight-year period, but the cost was always too high,
Graeber told Woodall’s Campground
Management.
Then Graeber and his boss attended
a meeting of the California Association
of RV Parks and Campgrounds and
met John Donovan, sales manager for

Shorebreak Energy Developers. The
Irvine, Calif.-based firm specializes in
installing photovoltaic solar panels and
energy storage solutions at RV and
manufactured home parks.
Donovan visited Castaic Lake RV
Park and put together a bid. The total
cost to install the panels was approximately $1.1 million. That was almost
half of what their local company
quoted them, Graeber said.
Shorebreak is able to provide such
competitive pricing because it’s very familiar with the RV and manufactured
home park industries, Donovan told
WCM. “We’ve done more than 100 installs in parks, so we understand what’s
required. Our experience gives us a
better indication of our overall costs,
which equates to a lower cost for the
owners.”
Shorebreak operates mainly in California, but also works in Nevada and
Arizona. California park owners are
particularly keen to invest in solar
because most fall into one of the
highest rate-paying categories at their
local utilities, Donovan said. In addition, “The cost of power is going up
anywhere between 6% and 9% annually
for RV parks. Solar is a really good
investment for any owner to offset this
highly inflationary cost, not only in
common areas but for the tenant load
of the utility bill.”
Donovan said most park owners
have pretty good luck getting loans for

solar energy projects if they approach
the bank with which they already have
a relationship. Castaic Lake’s local
lender was able to help them secure
financing for their project once they
presented them with the financial
information.
“The payback on this system was
pretty good,” Donovan said. “It was
below a five-year return on any money
invested and a 20% return on investment, which is very indicative of RV
parks in general.”
The savings in electricity are compounded by a major federal tax credit
of 30%, according to Donovan. Add to
that the tax depreciation, and Donovan
described the return on investment as
a “Wall Street-like return” with no
volatility. “Your return on investment is
based on a tax credit, a federal depreciation table and the fact that you are betting that the sun is going to shine in
your ZIP code for the next five years.”
Shorebreak began installing the panels at Castaic Lake in October 2015, finishing at the end of December. All 950
solar panels were manufactured in the
United States. While Shorebreak can
source panels from manufacturers all
over the world, buying American-made
products fits with the values of many
park owners, Donovan said. The
solar panels are mounted on tall steel
structures so they can double as
covered storage.
“Aerially we place them a lot higher
than you’d see at, say, a school,” he
explained. “That enables any RV to get
under them, even with their A/C units
on top.”
Graeber is delighted about that. “We
had dry storage in the area before, but
we’re going to get twice as much renting
the spaces as covered storage,” he said.
Generally, Graeber said he believes
the project was very worthwhile. It
makes financial sense for the park.
Guests compliment them on their
green approach to generating energy.
“Shorebreak was a very nice company
to work with,” he said.
That being said, his advice for any
park owner thinking about installing
solar panels is to get multiple bids.
Without that approach, it’s possible
Castaic Lake RV Park’s project wouldn’t
have gotten off the ground — nor gotten them closer to being off the grid. —
Sophia Bennett WCM

Mid-Atlantic Conference & Show a Success
The 25th Mid-Atlantic States Conference and Trade Show, hosted by the
New Jersey Campground Owners
Association (NJCOA), was a successful event, the association’s executive
director told Woodall’s Campground
Management.
Campground and RV park owners
from New Jersey, Virginia and New
York met in Cherry Hill, N.J., where they
discovered new products at the trade
show, enjoyed 10-plus educational
sessions, attended two speaker luncheons and exchanged ideas with other
owners.
This year NJCOA invited campground owners and managers from
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia.
Joann DelVescio, executive director of
NJCOA, commented that the association wanted to offer a conference and
4 - April 2016

trade show that was easily accessible
and cost effective for campgrounds in
the Mid-Atlantic region. “We look forward to welcoming more campgrounds
next year,” she said.
This year’s conference featured topical educational sessions, including a
presentation about federal water-testing regulations and workplace safety.
This year campground owners also
presented educational sessions. Monica Frazer from Baker’s Acres Campground in Little Egg Harbor, N.J., spent
the winter researching point-of-sale
systems for her campground and
presented her findings to those in
attendance.
Other educational sessions allowed
owners to talk directly with lawyers, an
accountant, a marketing expert, party
planning professionals and a representative from the Recreation Vehicle

Industry Association in a small setting
that encouraged discussion and
an open exchange of ideas. Speaker
Brian C. Greenberg commented, “I was
really impressed with the participation
and the quality of input from the
attendees.”
Each year the trade show grows,
highlighting top campground and RV
park suppliers. Owners were able to
learn about products by talking one-onone with representatives from the companies in attendance. “It’s great to see
campground owners kicking off the
year by continuing to improve the services they offer to their guests — investing in new infrastructures such as
electric sub-metering and higher bandwidth for Wi-Fi, as well as new amenities such as dog parks and swimming
pools,” said Wayne Hulit, CEO of Cedar
Mountain RV Inspections. WCM

ARVC Offering New
Scholarships for OHCE
The National Association of RV Parks
and Campgrounds (ARVC) announced hat it
is awarding scholarships to 50 young professionals in the outdoor hospitality industry this year for the Outdoor
Hospitality Conference and Expo (OHCE).
The scholarship is being given to encourage young professional development
within the industry and to foster leadership relationships between generations,
according to ARVC.
Recipients of the scholarships will get
complementary full registration to this
year’s OHCE and will get access to exclusive education and networking opportunities at the conference.
Applicants must younger than 35 and an
employee or family member of an ARVC
member. Applications are due by July 22.
To apply, go to www.arvc.org/ohce.
The OHCE will take place in Fort Worth,
Texas, Nov. 8-11. WCM

Cruise Inn Now Booking
With ReserveAmerica
Cruise Inn, with 38 locations open or
in development across North America,
announced a partnership with ReserveAmerica, one of the largest
providers of campsite reservations in
North America.
Cruise Inn parks will now be accessible to book at ReserveAmerica.com,
which attracts more than 16 million
people each year to book their natureinspired vacations, according to the
company.
Cruise Inn park owners enjoy discounted list prices on Reserve America.com and the potential for
substantial marketing and increased
reservations thanks to the site’s high
online booking rate.
“We look forward to a long-term relationship with
ReserveAmerica
as our network of
RV parks and
campgrounds
keeps growing.
This is yet another way that
Cruise Inn sends
Scott
revenue streams
Anderson
to its members
and helps to increase their bottom line,”
said Scott Anderson, president and
CEO of Cruise Inn.
“For almost 20 years, Reserve
America.com has been the go-to online
destination for people to book their
back-to-nature experiences,” said Gary
Evans, general manager of outdoors at
ACTIVE Network, which owns the
website. “We’re thrilled to provide our
customers with more options — including access to the Cruise Inn family of RV
parks and campgrounds. The sheer
volume of interest we’ve seen to their
webpages in a short amount of time is a
tribute to their high-quality private
campground offerings.” WCM

Correction
A photo caption on page three of
March’s Woodall’s Campground Management misidentified Michael Moore, who
appeared in a photo of Texas Advertising’s
new facility alongside Brian Schaeffer.
WCM apologizes for the error. WCM
Woodall’s Campground Management
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LSI Names Jim Westover as
Vice President of Operations
Jim Westover
has joined Leisure
Systems Inc. (LSI),
filling the newly
created position of
vice president of
operations, according to an announcement from the
company.
“This is a new position created to assist in
handling the day-to-day management and operational duties of LSI, which franchises Jellystone Park Camp-Resorts across the U.S. and
Canada,” said Michele Wisher, vice president of marketing for the company, based in
the Cincinnati suburb of Milford, Ohio.
Westover will be charged with developing,
managing, organizing and creating programs
that advocate the strategic objectives of the
franchise system.
These objectives include building upon
LSI’s sales growth in 2015 and continuing to
seek opportunities that improve profitability at
the unit level, all while LSI works toward
achieving its goal of more than 100 locations.
Westover will collaborate with all departments including marketing, retail, finance,
operations and sales.
In addition, Westover will assist LSI President/COO Rob Schutter in the development of
the annual Federal Disclosure Document and
modifications to the Franchise Agreement.
He will perform assessment reviews and
recommendations for franchise locations, and
assist in developing agendas for system-wide
franchise meetings.
A native of Irwin, Penn., Westover earned
an MBA in management from Seton Hill University and a bachelor’s degree in accounting
from California University of Pennsylvania. His
professional background is in operations and
finance, having worked at the Bruster’s Ice
Cream franchise since 2004, most recently as
regional vice president of operations overseeing 60-plus stores. During his tenure, corporate store profitability increased 25% and
regional sales grew by nearly 10%. WCM

Yeatts Departs as Head of FMCA
The Family Motor Coach Association
(FMCA), an international organization
for motorhome owners based in Cincinnati, Ohio, announced that after more
than 16 years of service to the association, Jerry Yeatts has resigned from the
position of executive director and a
committee is being formed to conduct
the search for a successor.
“We appreciate the many contributions Jerry Yeatts made to Family Motor
Coach Association,” commented FMCA
President Charlie Adcock. “Jerry began
his time at FMCA as the director of conventions and commercial services and
was responsible for coordinating many
successful events, among them FMCA’s
largest-ever convention to date.
“He stepped into the role of execu-

tive director at
a challenging
time for the RV
industry and for
FMCA,” Adcock
continued, “and
he helped to set
the course that
we are on today
toward
renewed growth.
As a motorhome owner himself, Jerry
understands the needs of FMCA members and motorhome owners in general
and was an advocate for FMCA and its
members within the industry and beyond. We thank Jerry for his dedication
to FMCA during the past 16 years, and
we wish him well.” WCM

KARVC Wraps High-Energy Annual Meeting
Kansas RV park owners from Kansas
City to Goodland met Feb. 23 at Four
Seasons RV Acres in Abilene for what
Mary Arlington termed as one of the
most energizing and interactive gatherings in the association’s 42-year history.
Pleased with turnout, Arlington, executive director of the Kansas Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds
(KARVC), said, “Fortunately, the facility
had a very large meeting room so as the
registrations escalated even in the last
days, we just added more tables and
chairs. Aside from our loyal attendees,
we also had first-timers, new owners
and even nonmembers in attendance.”
Richard Smalley, tourism marketing
manager for the Kansas Department of
Wildlife, Parks and Tourism, provided a
snapshot of the marketing efforts of the
state as well as a sketch of the opportunities the state offers that campground
owners should consider.
Jeff Sims, director of state relations
and program advocacy for ARVC, reviewed the benefit programs, gave a
tour of www.arvc.org and www.Go-

CampingAmerica.com, and provided
an overview of public affairs.
Karen Weber of Mid-America Camp
Inn in Goodland said, “It is always fun
to see fellow campground owners and
managers. Some are long-time friends
and there were a number of new friends
made. Sometimes I feel that I am
encountering unique problems, and
when we get together I find we all
are facing similar problems. Various
suggestions as to how to handle those
problems come out of our formal
and informal discussions. What special
people campground owners are.”
Natalie Donges of Deer Grove RV
Park in El Dorado said, “It was good to
have Richard there. I am very happy
that the state promotes tourism as
much as they do. It helps all of us.”
Sheila Wagner of Wichita’s USI RV
Park said, “What a great meeting. Mary
is our rock. I also really appreciated Jeff
Sims’ and Richard Smalley’s participation. As a 30-some year member, I was
delighted to see so much sharing and to
hear so much laughter.” WCM

Family Building $4 million
Oklahoma Jellystone Park
Bob and Beth Ryan were planning to
retire when they sold Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Resort in Quarryville,
Penn., in 2013.
But having operated a campground as
a family business for 25 years, the Ryans
found they weren’t ready to sit still just
yet, according to an announcement from
Leisure Systems Inc., franchisor of Yogi
Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Resorts.
Enticed by the allure of Oklahoma,
the Ryans have subleased a portion of
the Salt Creek Recreation Area from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and developed plans to transform the 125-site
campground at Keystone Lake into a
600-site Jellystone Park Camp-Resort
that could draw families not only from
neighboring Tulsa, but from as far away
as Arkansas, Kansas and north Texas.
“We plan to break ground on $4 million worth of improvements in the next
30 to 60 days and have at least 75 campsites with 30- and 50-amp service and a
few cabins available when we open on
May 20th,” said Beth Ryan, who is managing the park with her husband, Bob,
their sons Ben and Steven and Steven’s
wife, Courtiney.
Overnight campers and day-use visitors who arrive in May will also be able
to try out the Wibit, a floating water-park
playground developed in Germany that
includes climbing structures, obstacle
courses, slides and floating trampolines.
Phase One of the Ryans’ plan includes
considerable reconstruction and renovation work at the campground, including reconstruction/refurbishment of all
125 existing campsites to include new
gravel, 50-amp electric services; the repair and/or the addition of a sewer system; construction of 12 additional
full-hookup RV sites; construction of 20
full-service camping cabins; reconstruction of the swimming beach; installation
of two swimming and activity pools
totaling almost 10,000 square feet; and
construction of an 8,000-plus-squarefoot camp store and registration building that will also house a snack bar and
craft activities.
The park, which is open from May 20
through Labor Day Weekend, is located
just off highway 51 and is 18 miles west
of Tulsa. For more information, visit
www.keystonelakejp.com. WCM

FreeStyle Slides Sets
Guinness World Record
FreeStyle Slides announced that it earned
the Guinness World Records title for the
Tallest Inflatable Slide in the world.
On Feb. 19, measuring 73.5 feet high, Guinness World Records Adjudicator Solvej Malouf witnessed and approved the world record
for the FreeStyle Hybrid Slide at Xscape at the
City in Perth, Australia.
This surpasses FreeStyle’s own previous
unofficial record of 53 feet achieved in
Monaco in 2014 at the Yacht Club de Monaco.
The St. Petersburg, Fla., company offered
congratulations to the entire FreeStyle team
for the achievement. WCM
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MODERN MARKETING

How Do You Market Your Park’s More Interesting Sites?
Evanne
Schmarder
Not too long ago one of my European colleagues contacted me asking to
Skype. He was tasked with delivering a
presentation on the very popular subject of glamping and wanted to get my
U.S. take on the topic. While I was
delighted to talk with him I had very little to share. Here in America glamping
— glamour camping — is not typically
associated with RV parks and campgrounds. Instead, Google “glamping in
the U.S.” and you’ll come across several
search results for upscale lodging facilities, articles touting the “Top 5” or
“Best” luxury camping destinations in
the U.S. and booking sites offering
unique lodging at resorts, dude ranches
or even cabins, Airstreams and tree
houses on private property.
But try to find a bonafide campground listing and more often than not,
you are out of luck.
And that’s a real shame for our industry. We are outdoor hospitality professionals offering stay opportunities in
some of the country’s most beautiful
locations. We’ve got the infrastructure
both in facilities and front-/back-office
operations and have varying degrees of
marketing programs in effect.
Not to mention that as a business,
these types of rentals are moneymakers, running the gambit from
$126/night for a riverside tree house in
Washington to a mountain yurt in
Idaho at nearly $400/night to a lighthouse cottage in Maine starting at
$1,045/night.

My Skype conversation made me
think back on a number of glamping
opportunities that simply missed the
marketing mark.
I was recently surfing a park’s website and came across a cool temporary
lodging trailer that could be delivered
to a site. When I went back a few days
later it took some doing to find it again.
Another time I was traveling crosscountry and chose to stay at a particular park specifically because I’d read
about their eco-dome rental in a
brochure. When I arrived the staff knew
very little about it and when I finally
found the eco-dome deep inside the
park, with the help of the sitemap, it
was in terrible disrepair.
A park not too far from me has made
what I’d imagine is a substantial investment in glamping-style lodging but I
had to hear about it from an old camping neighbor that I ran into on a boardwalk. Further investigation on the
park’s website delivered dismal results.
Even after scouring the homepage and
finding a link way down in the footer,
my efforts offered up the dreaded 404
page: “NOT FOUND, the page you were
trying to view does not exist.”
Even if you don’t have an unusual accommodation type at your park,
chances are you have cabins and park
models, possibly yurts, maybe tipis and
very likely trailer rentals. So why is it so
difficult to find these lovely stays? I
don’t think we do a good job of marketing them. To that end, here are three of
my top tips for promoting “glamping”
at your park and bulking up your
bottom line.
1. Beef up your website. Do you offer
something unique in the way of lodging? If it’s worth having at your park
you’d be remiss not to tell me about it.
When thinking about marketing this
piece of your business your website

should be Ground Zero. Ask yourself
these questions:
• Can your prospect find it? Are there
easy-to-follow links on your homepage
and in your navigation scheme? Don’t
make website visitors dig.
• Can search engines find it?
Optimize your text and images for the
highest search engine results. Use
concise, searchable topic phrases and
use a clear SEO-friendly URL structure.
• Can your prospect see it? A picture
is worth a thousand words. Take enticing photographs so your website visitor
can “feel” what it’s like to be there.
If photography is not your forte
find someone on your staff or hire a
photographer.
• Can your prospect learn more
about it? Offer a clear, interesting,
persuasive description and pricing of
the accommodation. Say so or even
better, show so in your photographs.
• Can your prospect book it? Don’t
make it hard for your prospect to say
“yes.” Be clear on how they can book
and provide explicit directions.
2. Use Airbnb and HomeAway. I
recently came across a LearnAirbnb
study that took an in-depth look at
homesharing as a revenue model. The
study reviewed approximately one-fifth
of U.S. listings (430,000 U.S. listings)
and found that, on average, 25% of
hosts earn rental income upwards of
$10,000 per year or more. An elite group
of 75 “superhosts” gross more than $1
million in rental income per year. I don’t
know any business owner that wouldn’t
go the extra mile to market a current
asset if these kinds of financial rewards
were possible.
There’s an Airbnb competitor that’s
also raising eyebrows in the homesharing market, HomeAway. Both rental
providers have a substantial presence
across the globe, offer a starred review

Unique Pacific Yurts

generate revenue!

system and have beautiful, userfriendly websites. Their host pricing,
however, is different. Airbnb charges
hosts a standard 3% of the total fee per
booking with the guest shelling out
anywhere from 6% to 12%. HomeAway
offers either an annual subscription fee
running anywhere from $349 to $999
per listing or a 10% to 13% payper-booking fee. They do not collect a
booking fee from the guest.
Outdoor hospitality businesses are
welcome to “advertise a vacation or
short-term rental property” on either or
both sites. Take my advice from the
website tips and include gorgeous
photos, a compelling description and
as complete a profile as possible.
3. Take advantage of Facebook ads.
If you ask me, Facebook carousel ads
were made to promote unique accommodations. Advertisers can include
three to five images to tell the story of
your glamour camping units. Your
“story” (ad) appears in your target markets’ News Feed and on mobile devices.
Again, the quality of your images and
text matter. Interestingly, each carousel
image can have a different link so you
can drive viewers to individual accommodation-type pages, specific landing
pages, your “book now” page, your
Airbnb/HomeAway listing, etc.
Make a modest investment in Facebook carousel ads and see how successfully you can promote your rentals.
If you have unique lodging options
at your property take advantage of the
marketing tools at hand and promote
the look and feel of a special getaway,
be it romance, family gatherings, a
nature-escape or an unusual experience. Do something to let your guests
and prospects know that you are open
for business and their presence is
requested. Send up a flare; shout it from
the rooftop; hit your mark. After all,
when you’ve got something this special
you owe it to yourself, your potential
customers and your bank account to
market smart.
Like what you see in Modern
Marketing? Stay abreast of the latest
digital marketing trends for the outdoor recreation industry by subscribing to Schmarder’s bi-weekly
trend digest Digital Marketing for
the Outdoor Recreation Industry at
www.roadabode.com. Ask her about
her digital marketing/social media
diagnostics and tune-ups, content
strategy and marketing plans, and
more at evanne@roadabode.com or
702-460-9863. WCM

Call today for a brochure:

1.800.944.0240

www.yurts.com
Cottage Grove, Oregon
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SMART OPERATIONS

How to Adapt to External Factors Beyond Your Control
Peter
Pelland
I have been doing a bit of flying
lately, and this has given me pause to
think about how both airports and
airlines have either adapted to external factors or have been doomed
to fail. To survive — and indeed to
succeed — any business needs to be
aware of changes in its surroundings
and to keep a proverbial ear to the
ground. You may not be listening for
an oncoming stampede of buffalo,
but the consequences could be just
as dire.
It was not simply the airliners
being flown into the Twin Towers and
the advent of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) that
changed the way we fly forever. There
were other, much more subtle factors
that came into play over time that
changed flyers’ mindsets in the air
and on the ground. Let’s examine two
issues: Reading and restaurants.
Reading
In years past, passengers tended to
either nap or read while flying. On
short flights, the monthly airline
magazine and the (now defunct)
“SkyMall” catalog would keep many
people occupied. For longer flights

(or for frequent flyers who had
already read that month’s literature in
the seatback pocket), you would find
passengers reading books, magazines
and newspapers like The Wall Street
Journal or USA Today. Booksellers
were among the busiest stores in the
airport terminals.
If you were an airport bookseller,
life was good … until external factors
came into play. Those started with
e-Readers like Kindle — but the real
game-changer was when the airlines
started offering Wi-Fi on flights. The
same people who were glued to their
phones and tablets when on the
ground could now remain equally
attached at 30,000 feet.
Restaurants
Back in the 1960’s and 1970’s, one
of my cousins was the manager of the
upscale restaurant at Bradley International Airport (my local airport,
serving Hartford, Conn., and Springfield, Mass.). In those pre-TSA days,
half of the restaurant’s clientele consisted of people who drove to the airport from the Hartford or Springfield
areas specifically to dine at The
Terrace Room.
Most passengers back in those
days probably grumbled about the
shrink-wrapped serving trays but
were content with eating the meals
that were routinely served by their
Eastern, Northeast, Pan Am and TWA
flight attendants, and airline catering
companies were just as busy as
baggage handlers. The first game-

changer was when the airlines
stopped serving meals to the coach
class passengers who make up the
bulk of each flight.
If they are not being fed in flight,
passengers quite naturally turn to
restaurants in the airport terminals.
Fast food generally rules because it is,
by definition, “fast” at a time when
passengers have mere moments to
spare after snaking through the TSA
screening process.
But because only ticketed passengers are allowed into airport terminals these days, there are no
opportunities for restaurants to
solicit business from folks without
boarding passes.
On the other hand, with fewer
nonstop flights, restaurants in hub
airports like Los Angeles, Denver, Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson, Chicago’s
O’Hare, Charlotte’s Douglas International and Washington, D.C.’s Reagan
National tend to offer more variety in
dining, capitalizing upon sometimeslengthy layovers between connecting
flights. One of my favorites is Café
Intermezzo, located in Terminal B at
Hartsfield-Jackson Airport in Atlanta.
The restaurant features fine dining,
an extensive alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverage menu, and — this
is the kicker — a bookstore.
Are you starting to get a feeling for
how it is possible to adapt to external
factors? At a time when standalone
airport bookstores are struggling,
adding bookshelves to a restaurant
wall serve to supplement the dining

experience without cannibalizing
dining space or adding to the
business’s rent.
Bringing this concept back to the
ground — to the campground, specifically — is your campground keeping
abreast of external developments
that can either positively or
negatively impact your business?
These can include low gasoline
prices, highway construction detours, flooding and other extreme
weather incidents, the potential
onslaught of the Zika virus, the
proliferation of drones (and their
potential threat to the privacy of your
guests) and overall upturns and
downturns in the local, regional and
national economies.
As you can see, some of these are
positive, others are predominantly
negative — and in some cases, negatives can be turned into positives. The
important thing is not to be caught
off-guard but to see these influences
coming. Only with that knowledge
can you prepare to develop strategies
that will allow you to make the best of
every situation that is beyond your
control.
Peter Pelland is the CEO of Pelland
Advertising, a company that he
founded in 1980 and that has been
serving the family camping industry
for more than 30 years. His company
specializes in building fully responsive websites, along with producing a
full range of four-color process print
advertising for clients from coast to
coast. Learn more about Pelland Advertising at www.pelland.com or see
their ad in this issue. WCM

NCA Mourns Loss
Of Nelson Gustine
Members of the Northeast Campground
Association (NCA) were sad to learn of the
death of Nelson Gustine, who passed
away peacefully Feb. 25.
In an announcement, NCA said, “Our
thoughts and prayers are with his sons
Glenn and Bruce Gustine, his caregiver
and daughter-in-law Michele Gustine and
Nelson’s entire family that he cherished so
very much.”
Gustine was instrumental in bringing
what is known today as NCA from concept
to reality, according to the regional organization. He was part of the group in 1965
that saw the need for an association of associations that would allow campgrounds
from across the Northeast to work with one
another.
Gustine also was a key player in the
development of the Northeast Campground
Association Scholarship Fund Inc. and a
staunch supporter of making education
available through conference and through
higher education for students.
The family has requested that memorial
donations may be made to the East Hampton Volunteer Ambulance Association, P.O.
Box 144, East Hampton, CT 06424.
For those wishing to send a card to the
family, address it to Nelson’s Family Campground, 71 Mott Hill Road, East Hampton,
CT 06424. WCM
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ON CAMPGROUNDS

Owners ‘Grow’ Okatoma Resort and RV Park in Stages
Reports from
the field:

Bob Ashley
When Mary Ellen and Fred Baker
seven years ago bought Okatoma Resort
and RV Park in Hattiesburg, Miss., the
then-owner had turned off the water
and electricity to the park’s 78 RV sites
and only two campers remained.
“It was closed, and some of the roads
were impassible,” Mary Ellen Baker said.
“They’d kicked everyone else out.”
Since then, the couple — she a retired
university employee and he a retired
county extension agent — have plowed
back most of the income from the park
to bring it up to acceptable standards.
“We pretty much have continued to
do that,” she said. “We redid the wiring
to add 50-amp to some of the sites over
the years, and we have DirectTV all over
the park with hookups at the site. And
we spent more than $100,000 on the
roads. They are still gravel, but after all,
we are in the country.
“We’re not independently wealthy,”
she continued, “so expansion of the
campsites is not in the cards, although
we still have a lot that we want to do.”
With the resort located eight miles
outside Hattiesburg on 65 acres, the
couple did purchase another five acres
of property nearby on Okatoma Creek
where they established tent camping
sites.
The park has two small lakes with a
bridge over one of the lakes to a sandbar
where people can take chairs and ice
chests and spend the afternoon.
About 30 sites sit on the unnamed
larger of the two lakes, and 13 cabins

ranging from semi-rustic one-room to a
three-bedroom deluxe affair all have
lake views.
“The cabins have done wonderfully,”
Baker said. “They stay booked all the
time year-round, and in the summertime, I have a waiting list.”
Amenities include a pool, hot tub and
an office/clubhouse with a full kitchen,
pool table and small library.
“Business has really been good,” she
said. “We cannot complain at all.”
During the summer, the park gets a lot
of family visitors, many of whom come
from local communities. Okatoma Resort also offers annual passes for $150
per family to local residents without RVs
so they can use the pool.
Those buying local passes also get a
discount on cabin rentals. “The local
passes cover the cost of the pool chemicals for the year,” Baker said.
During the winter, the park usually is
less than 50% full as temperatures sometimes dip into the low 30s and high 20s.
“We have some pipeline people who
work in the area,” Baker said. “We love
that because it helps in the winter.”
The Bakers also keep about 15 sites
that they won’t rent out for more than a
week to accommodate rallies, most
often by Good Sam Club members.
They also have a policy of not ever
having turned anyone away. “Sometimes it gets a little dicey about where we
are going to put everybody,” she said.
* * * * *
Alamo Rec-Veh Park in Alamo, Texas,
had a more difficult time this year drawing Winter Texans to the combined RV
and mobile home park, but the park
managed to bring them in.
“The season was great,” said Barbara
Hamel, general manager of the park for
30 years, who joked, “I’m part of the real
estate.”
“Last year, it was a cold winter and

Okatoma Resort and RV Park has seen a
major turnaround over the last seven years.

people said they didn’t
want to spend another
cold season,” Hamel
said. “They like the park
but they don’t come here
for cold weather.”
Nonetheless, in early
February, the park’s 245
RV sites were at 96% capacity. “On Feb. 9, which
is our peak, we only had Guests can enjoy the pool, hot tub or two lakes.
20 vacancies. That’s
pretty good.”
helicopters inside a 2,400-square-foot
The park has a couple of unusual
building on the property. “They have
amenities, including a gun range and
hoops and things that they go through,”
two remote-control (RC) tracks that
Hamel said.
were built last year where visitors race
* * * * *
RC cars and trucks. In addition, RC boats
Jim Paddack, manager of familyply an eight-acre lake on the property.
owned Raintree RV Resort, a 340-site
“You wouldn’t believe how popular
park with paved pads in North Fort
they are,” she said. “People may have
Myers, Fla., said the just-completed
been here for years doing nothing but
winter season was better than it has
sitting around. But after we built the
been in recent years.
tracks last year, they go out and buy a
“We had to use a little overflow area in
$350 truck or car or a $450 boat and they
late January and February and into early
have a good time. We have races every
March,” he said.
week. It’s quite an attraction. We might
Paddack has been manager for 30
add another track, they are so popular.”
years at the park his parents, Bill and
Residents also can operate RC
Sandy Paddack, built in 1983.
With a paid activity director, the
resort is always busy with holiday
dinners, dances a couple of times a
month and bingo.
“Pickleball is quite the thing right
now,” Paddack said. “It’s sort of a gentler
form of tennis.”
There’s also a clubhouse and pool and
a small building that is used as a quilting
room. “The ladies like to quilt quite a
bit,” Paddack said.
Raintree RV has three lakes that meander through the 40-acre park, adjacent
to U.S. 41, that were built for drainage
and saved the park from flooding during
record rain that fell in February.
“We stayed high and dry,” he
reported. “Some of the other parks were
flooded.”
The successful season appears to
have benefited other area parks as well
as Raintree. “People pulling in here told
us that other places were booked solid.
That’s why we used the overflow area,”
Paddack said.
WCM Editor-at-Large Bob Ashley is
a central Indiana-based freelance writer/
editor and a 25-year newspaper veteran
who has focused on the RV industry and
national recreation issues for the past
22 years. He received the 2013 “Distinguished Service in RV Journalism”
award from the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA). WCM
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No Matter How Diverse Your Campground, the Fundamentals are Still Important to Guests
As campgrounds constantly evolve to
encompass more activities and services
like wireless Internet, restaurant facilities and full-blown water park features,
owners and managers are constantly
being called upon to wear more hats. The
pace of technology and services also
makes it easy to lose sight of campground fundamentals such as visible entrance signs and site markers as well as
durable picnic tables, grills and fire rings.
With that in mind, we spoke with several
companies in the “fundamentals”
business of campground signage and
furniture to discuss the key qualities of
their market and the products they offer.
RJ Thomas Manufacturing
www.pilotrock.com
800-762-5002
Products: Pilot Rock equipment
including benches, picnic tables, and site
amenities.
RJ Thomas Marketing Manager Bob
Simonsen said that, although the business of picnic tables, chairs and signs
may appear to be a relatively staid
one from the outside, change is still a
constant in their business as well.
“It seems like every year there are
new designs and material applications to
the familiar park benches and picnic tables,” he said. “Recycled plastic is still
very popular, but there’s a growing interest in coated steel products, and a lot of
benches now include plaques or other
forms of custom signage. We’re also
seeing a growing interest in ‘way finding’
signage for parks and trails and

Pilot Rock picnic tables from R.J. Thomas Manufacturing range from heavy duty (shown) to simple.

Bear-proof enclosures protect food at campsites.
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campsites.”
In general, Simonsen said they see
parks and campgrounds moving away
from “rustic” site furnishings made of
wood and toward steel furnishing
because of durability and color choices.
“For example, picnic tables using thermoplastic-coated perforated or expanded
steel for the top and seats, those are
becoming more popular,” he said. “They
are more expensive than wood, but they
don’t require as much maintenance, and
the labor savings can go a long way
towards paying for steel tables.”
While no single product seems to
dominate sales, Simonsen said that there
is consistent demand for products that
are compliant with the Americans with
Disabilities Act, as well as more color
choices. Animal- and bear-resistant
trash receptacles are also on the
upswing.
“Bears are becoming more of an issue
for campgrounds in all parts of the country, not just the mountain states,” he said.
“Campgrounds should look for products
that have been tested. Our designs have
been tested and certified by the Grizzly
and Wolf Discovery Center (near Yellowstone National Park) using the
Inter-agency Grizzly Bear Committee.”
RV Park Signs
www.rvparksigns.com
404-944-9988
Products: Signs of all types as well as
posts and mountings and customized
sign tables.
With more than 20 years in the sign-

Tom and Cornelia Eubank have decades in business and
have been focusing on campgrounds the last few years.

making business, Tom Eubank launched RV Park
Signs (RPS) with his wife
Cornelia in 2012, and so far
he says it’s been a great
market for them.
“In 2015 our sales were
up probably about 20% and
we’re expecting to grow
that this year to 30% or
35%,” he said. “So it’s been
good to us so far and it’s a
fun industry to work in.”
As avid RVers themselves, as they traveled
around, the Eubanks noticed that quite a few parks
appeared to need some help
in the sign department,
which led them to build a
new market from there. Everything from rules signs to site signs to directional
signs are offered by RV Park Signs.
From
a
generational
turnover standpoint, Tom
“Mostly, I’m just seeing the trend of
said his timing seems to be appropriate.
people buying higher-quality stuff,” he
“At shows, I’d say half the people who
said. “For example, we’ve had eight
are coming to our booth are people who
parks in the last year that have asked us
are inheriting campgrounds from their
to make high-end maps for them to hand
parents,” he said. “They’re looking to
out to customers when they come in.”
make upgrades especially when it comes
to things like marketing and visibility.”
Digital Crayon Printshop LLC
As for the products themselves, RPS
www.digitalcrayonprintshop.com
uses aluminum backing covered with 3M
715-302-0797
high prismatic vinyl, which is the same
Products: Signs as well as decals,
material the state departments of transcards and promotional materials.
portation use for road signs.
At Digital Crayon Printshop, owner
“It’s reflective, very visible and will go
Ray Diers said that price seems to be the
eight to 10 years before you’ll see any
top customer priority, followed by quality
fading,” he said. “Now some sign people
and durability, which is why he aims for
might not like that, but our business
the entry-level segment as much as posmodel isn’t to do a bunch of reprint
sible. Diers uses high-density polyethylbusiness when signs wear out, but to
ene (HDPE) plastic as the sign substrate
have a lot of referrals.”
with reflective 3M vinyl that is then
Their signs are printed in sections as
over-laminated for UV and abrasion
large as 4 feet by 12 feet, but can be put
resistance.
together to create signs that are much
“I do a good amount of volume in site
larger.
marker signs, but interior campground
Eubank said they are not targeting the
signs have also been popular,” he said.
entry-level portion of the market, which
“Those are things like speed limit signs,
means competing with every Internetstop signs, trail signs as well as bike, ATV
based printer on the planet, but aiming
and snowmobile signs.”
toward those who want a more cusIn addition to signs, Digital Crayon has
tomized element. Along those lines, they
the capacity to offer custom-printed
recently released custom table products
clothing or promotional products like
that can incorporate logos, signs or other
drawstring coolers, foam stress relievers
graphics into a tabletop made with
and notebooks. They can also produce
layered sheets of color-impregnated
signs up to 4 feet by 8 feet and Diers has
resin surrounding a solid wood core. This
plans to expand beyond the square and
yields a product that won’t chip, crack or
rectangle.
peel and has a long outdoor life, resistant
“In 2016 I plan to start using a CNC
to fading.
router to cut out signs so we can offer
When it comes to trends, Eubank feels
custom shapes with curves,” he said.
there hasn’t been much that’s specific in
“That should be available as an option by
the industry, but a move by consumers to
the summer.”
prioritize quality.
Woodall’s Campground Management

Frosty’s Octagon Fire Ring Grill
and Pot Hanger offer an unusual
enclosure.

Frosty’s Adjustable Covered Grill
is the company’s top seller.

Frosty’s Park Equipment
www.parkequipment.com
800-376-7897
Products: Picnic tables, benches,
grills, fire rings and trash receptacles.
Frosty Kimbrough has been in the
business since 1982, starting with a
single picnic table design and expanding
his product lineup with the input of
campground clients.
“Basically we’d just talk to campground owners, see what they wanted
and tried to give them something better
than what they had,” he said. “They just
want something that will hold up. The
public is hard on equipment, but it’s the
basis of their business. If the campers
are happy, then they keep coming back.”
Kimbrough said that they sell more
grills than anything else, although they
also sell quite a few of their customized
bear-proof containers.
“We sell a lot of those in the mountain

resort city of Gatlinburg, Tenn.,” he said.
“They get a lot of bears coming out of the
Great Smoky Mountains there.”
When it comes to corporate philosophy, Kimbrough said he keeps it simple.
“We don’t have a fancy catalog, but if
you give them a good product and do
what you say, then they’ll order it,” he
said. “You keep doing right by them, and
they’ll keep re-ordering it.”
Diversified Metal Fabricators
www.dmfinc.com
800-356-7248
Products: Tables, benches, bleachers,
grills, fire rings, bike racks and umbrellas, among others.
At Diversified Metal Fabricators
(DMF), rather than thinking about their
market as a place to sell a set collection
of products, the company’s employees

Diversified Metal offers an adjustable
campfire grill.

and leaders angle more to reach
customers on a problem-solving basis.
“For us, it really is just about finding a
solution,” said Kevin McEvoy, national
sales manager at Diversified. “We want
to get to a customer, talk to them and see
what their needs are. If we don’t offer it
and don’t have the capacity to build it, we
want to find them somebody who does.”
Founded in 1981 by veteran Werner
Beldo, the company began with picnic
tables, benches and trash cans and expanded from there, now serving customers
in every state as well as federal contracts
at military bases in 12 countries.
“We do a lot of custom work,” McEvoy
said. “One customer had purchased a
bunch of really amazing table umbrellas
and couldn’t find a table to fit with them,
so we developed specialized tables for
them and then contacted the umbrella
manufacturer to show them our solution.
Once we solve a problem, we try to
locate other people facing the same
issue and be proactive in offering help.”
For its part, McEvoy said DMF doesn’t
see a huge trend away from wooden furniture mostly due to its lower cost, and
while DMF employees try to encourage
customers to go for steel, they’re happy
to accommodate.
“We have a long section of Missouri
parks under contract and as a gift to the
state, we picked up a wood table line,”
he said. “It isn’t a major money maker for
us, but it helps them save money.”
There has been a continued interest in
ADA-compliant equipment, however.
“A youth sports coach out of Kansas
contacted us about helping them build a
Miracle Field for kids with special
needs,” he said. “So we developed team
benches and bleachers that were just for
them. That was one of the things we’re
most proud of.”

Great Outdoors Direct
www.greatoutdoors.direct
800-393-9923
Products: Tables, benches, bike racks,
fire rings, grills and outdoor furnishings.
As the camping and RVing season
begins again in 2016, General Manager
Tom Reed at Great Outdoors Direct said
that the company’s sales projections are
looking positive despite a slower 2015.
“The show season has begun and our
sales managers have all begun to travel
the circuit,” Reed said. “It’s been positive
so far.”
The company’s Gerber Table brand
has been serving the industry since 1969,
and became a part of Great Outdoors
Direct in 2013.
“Most of our products are basically
just the same high quality for years,”
Reed said. “We do our best to build a
great product and provide excellent
customer service and support, and that’s
been working for us.”
In general, Reed said he notices a
trend in campgrounds and parks to
expand beyond the bare basics.
“It seems like campgrounds are starting to decorate a bit more instead of just
staying basic like they used to be,” he
said. “That has definitely helped our
recycled plastic furniture line (released
in 2015), which seems to be taking off and
selling well for us.”
Unlike the cell phone industry or others with built-in obsolescence, the main
challenge in the furniture business from
a sales perspective is the slow turnover
in products that result from building
durable products, he added.
“Our tables last too long as far as I’m
concerned,” Reed joked. “On average it’s
a 12- to 14-year lifespan, so we’re just
hoping a lot of parks continue to
expand.” — Ty Adams WCM

The well-known Gerber Tables brand anchors
Great Outdoors Direct’s offerings.

While Diversified Metal Fabricators specializes in metal, they will also make wood tables.

Great Outdoors Direct offers a variety of park and site furniture.
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Attendees bid on items during the NCA auction, with David Berg serving as auctioneer.

‘We were up 30% last year and have been up 15% to 30% every year for the
last five years,’ reported Jackie Stearns, marketing manager for Recompence
Shore Campground at Wolfe’s Neck Farm in Maine, “and we expect more
this year. Our weekends are full, and we’re just filling out midweeks.”
When representatives of 85 campgrounds and 75 vendors convened
March 17-19 in Nashua, N.H. for the
52nd Annual Northeast Conference on
Camping and Trade Show, the mood in
the Radisson Nashua was decidedly
upbeat.
In all, more than 350 people — twothirds of them campground owners and
operators — met together under the
banner of the Northeast Campground
Association (NCA), an organization of
nine state associations and campground members from two states
without associations, spanning an area
from Maryland to Maine.

were buying and there were serious
leads, and first-time exhibitors were
asking me how they can reserve a booth
for next year,” Zbierski told Woodall’s
Campground Management.
This year’s show timing had one snag
thanks to an early Easter, with the New
Hampshire Campground Owners Association (NHCOA) having to move its
annual New Hampshire Camping and
RV Show to the same weekend just a few
miles away. It’s a conflict lamented by
Jeremy Sprince, NHCOA executive director, and one he promised the NCA
audience won’t happen next year, when
the NHCOA’s show moves back to its

A variety of seminars provided information.

As the three-day gathering drew to a
close, NCA Executive Director Cyndy
Zbierski was pleased with what she saw
and was already making plans for next
year’s gathering
“The exhibitors said it’s the best NCA
trade show since the recession. People
18 - April 2016

normal spot later in March.
Nevertheless, several New Hampshire campground owners attended the
NCA conference. Some did double duty,
going back and forth between locations
— a situation which Zbierski said NCA’s
board and NHCOA’s board did their best

my taxes right now and found out how
good a year we had,” Korten joked. He,
too, expressed optimism for the season
ahead.
Like many other parks represented at
the NCA conference, the owners of Cozy
Hills Campground in Bantam, Conn.,
have improvements in mind. Lelah
Campo, who’s preparing for her second
full season of ownership with her husband, said they are adding bathhouses
to replace the outhouses the campground has had for many years.
Indeed, the anecdotal list of improvements recently introduced or planned
by attending campgrounds is a long
one. From Wi-Fi to miniature golf, from
electrical meter replacement to food
service additions, from yurts and other
rentals to dog parks, playgrounds and
pickleball courts, continuous improvement was a key theme.
The 75 vendors on hand — many of
whom also had booths at a concurrent
event in Wisconsin — offered plenty of
options at the trade show, and the seminars during the conference also offered
expert advice on a variety of topics.
Those seminars covered the gamut of
useful topics from from insurance to
marketing, from recreation to store operations, from finance to defibrillators.
There was also a new feature at this
year’s conference — an “Industry Super
Session” — that brought campground
operators insight into the trends
surrounding the outdoor hospitality
sector at large as well as insights from
the RV industry, New England RV
dealers, RV suppliers and the National
Association of RV Parks and
Campgrounds (ARVC) and more.
During the spirited session, which
lasted nearly two hours, it became evident that there is room for improvement when it comes to campground

to accommodate. Others, like Jay and
Kim Gagnon of Crown Point Campground in Strafford, N.H., were
able to have family members
cover the RV show so they could
attend the NCA show, an annual
tradition for many years they’d be
reluctant to miss.
“Business has been good, and
we expect this year to be good,
too,” Jay Gagnon said. The couple
is adding a rental cabin this year
to their 135-site campground,
and they plan to add another 10
campsites next year.
The Gagnons were hardly
alone in their optimism. Recompence Shore Campground at Cyndy Zbierski, Deb Carter and David Berg pause during
the conference.
Wolfe’s Neck Farm in Freeport,
Maine, has been seeing unprecedented growth, according to Jackie
operators working more closely with RV
Stearns, marketing manager for the
dealers and even manufacturers to
nonprofit campground and organic edmake things easier for everyone’s shared
ucational farm. “We were up 30% last
customer, the campground guest, when
year and have been up 15% to 30%
that customer has issues with an RV
every year for the last five years. We exwhile at an RV park.
pect more this year,” Stearns said. “Our
Judging by the spirited comments of
weekends are full, and we’re just filling
the park operators in attendance at the
out midweeks.”
Super Session, in fact, there seems to be
Down the coast in Plymouth, Mass.,
a failure to communicate at times beBryan Saunders said his family’s
cause park operators feel as though
Pinewood Lodge Campground is in
they’re often caught in the middle
good shape as well. The campground
between a frustrated RV owner and an
has 108 seasonal sites, 180 transient
unresponsive manufacturer.
sites and a dozen rentals, including a
“Within the campground industry
couple of yurts recently added by the
we cooperate with each other,” said
Saunders family, now in its fourth genLaurie Bonica of Tamworth Camping
eration of owning and operating the
Area in Tamworth, N.H. While she
campground. “We had a great season
recognizes that the RV industry’s facets
last year and hope to repeat that,” said
are competitive and that may at times
Saunders.
keep manufacturer, dealers and campBrian Korten’s Winter’s Edge Family
grounds from working more closely for
Campground in Lebanon, Conn., also
their customers’ good. However, she
saw a good season in 2015. “I’m doing
pointed out, “We’re a ship that’s going to
Woodall’s Campground Management

Peter Daniels fills attendees in on what is
happening in Vermont.

float up together.”
Marcia Galvin, former ARVC chairwoman, executive director of Massachusetts association CampMass and
one of the operators of Normandy
Farms Family Campground in Foxboro,
Mass., agreed, saying, “The relationship
between campgrounds and RV dealers
is not what it should be.”
David Berg, owner of Red Apple
Campground in Kennebunkport,
Maine, added, “Our job is happy
campers. We’re willing to do what we’ve
got to do,” he just wishes it was easier
to work with the RV industry to keep
people happy.
Bob Zagami, moderator of the session and head of the New England RV
Dealers Association (NERVDA), said
NERVDA and the campground associations can begin a dialogue to ultimately
help make for happier campers.
Despite some concerns raised in that
session, though, again the overall mood
was good.
Even the weakness of the Canadian
dollar, which could have a major impact
on the northern campgrounds, was little more than a blip on the radar.
“My reservations are way down from
Canadians, but overall they’re way up,”
said Berg. “Reservations are just crazy.
We’re turning people away. I haven’t had
that this early in the year since the
recession.”
The nine state associations overall
had positive reports to conference attendees. Each detailed certain struggles
with their respective state regulators
and legislators, but on balance their
members are seeing positive momentum.
“Business is good in the campground
world,” said Deb Carter, executive
director of the Maryland Association of
Campgrounds and owner of Buttonwood Beach RV Resort in Earleville,
Md. The association’s February RV show
was the biggest in 15 years, the association’s web traffic keeps growing and the
group is actively working to stand up for
its members with the state legislature.
Sandra Brown, executive director of
the Connecticut Campground Owners

NCA’s New Board
During the Northeast Conference on Camping
and Trade Show, Northeast Campground Association (NCA) members elected a new board. Here’s
the NCA leadership for the next year:
President: Mary Lunderville of Vermont
First Vice President: Bruce Heasley of
Pennsylvania
Second Vice President: David Berg of Maine
Treasurer: Mike Irons of Maryland
Past President: Judy LaPorta of New Jersey
Connecticut Representative: Brian Korten
Massachusetts Representative: Jim Leaming
New Hampshire Representative: Carrie Teixara
New York Representative: Doug Brown WCM

WOODALLSCM.com

Association, said her association is in
the midst of upgrading its website and
it’s seen strong member turnout for
meetings and strong turnout at the RV
shows it’s attended.
Sprince, for his part, said the New
Hampshire association is partnering
with a complementary state lodging
and restaurant association and also
received a promotional grant from the
state to aid in the NHCOA’s marketing
efforts.
Likewise, the Maine Campground
Owners Association is working with the
Maine Tourism Association and the
Maine Office of Tourism to promote
tourism in general and camping, Berg
reported.
In Pennsylvania, Bruce Heasley said
the Pennsylvania Campground Owners Association is working to expand its
promotion of outdoor rentals beyond
just cabins and cottages to include
things like yurts, treehouses and
themed park model RVs.
Vermont Campground Association
Executive Director Peter Daniels detailed his association’s changes, including the addition of one member
campground with only one site and another “clothing-optional” campground
as a member. Daniels, like many other
state representatives, said his group’s
online version of their statewide camping guide keeps growing in popularity.
Joann DelVescio, New Jersey Campground Owners Association executive
director, reported on the significant
drop her state has seen in Canadian
visitors due to the exchange rate and
efforts to lure Canadians back. On the

New Hampshire Executive Director Jeremy
Sprince details the efforts of the Granite
State association.

other hand, she also talked about the
positive engagement of having a member of the Recreation Vehicle Industry
Association visit the Mid-Atlantic Conference March 14-16 in Cherry Hill, N.J.
DelVescio also recommended that attendees watch for the impact of new
camping sharing sites like Tentr. “We are
trying to see the impact that’s going to
have. We’re hoping that’s not going to
take off like Airbnb, but we’ll see what
happens.”
In addition, DelVescio talked about
the expansion of the state camping
guidebook to include feature stories
and recipes. “We really are trying to
make the guidebook more than just
campground listings. We are calling it a
vacation guidebook, making it more
all-encompassing.”
Galvin, speaking for her Massachusetts association, detailed some of the
state’s legislative concerns but also detailed the opportunities that come from
growing website and online guide traffic
as well as in-person opportunities
working with Bass Pro Shops.
From the Campground Owners of
NCA – continued on page 30
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WACO Convention & Trade Show Draws 161
Campgrounds from Eight States, 190 Vendors

ARVC President and CEO Paul Bambei provided an overview of the national association’s benefits as well
as announced a pending membership initiative designed to provide “freedom of choice” to park owners.

‘There were some great, great sessions,’ Jill Brennan of Wisconsin Dells
KOA, said of the more than 40 seminars held during the conference. ‘Every
time you come there is such a vast variety of sessions to attend…I’ve been
in this business for 20 years and I’m still taking home some great ideas.’
Roughly 650 campground owners,
staff members and families representing
The Vertical Rush dual slide from
Tent and Tables of Buffalo, N.Y, was
one of many inflatables on display
both inside and outside the convention center.

161 campgrounds from eight different
states attended the 53rd Annual Wisconsin Association of
Campground Owners (WACO) Convention & Trade Show,
March 16-20 at the
Holiday Inn Convention
Center
in
Stevens Point, Wis.
Widely regarded
as the largest event of
its kind, the show
featured about 190
vendors and more
than 40 speakers presenting more than 50

seminars on a wide variety of topics.
WACO Executive Director Lori Severson told Woodall’s Campground Management that besides the information
exchanged and business conducted, the
camaraderie among all attendees makes
the conference a pre-camping season
rally of sorts.
“Our goal has always been to make it
a really positive event. We know that this
is kind of a last hoorah for people to let
loose and have a little fun before the season begins,” Severson said. “And it’s a
place where people will network. We’ve
found that networking is the biggest
thing that happens here. It’s so easy to
make a mistake — and in these days and

times that mistake can kill you. So talking
to 25 other people who’ve already done
it and done the research who can tell
you, ‘Hey don’t go down this path,’ can
make a big difference.”
Bud Styer, owner of Smokey Hollow
Campground in Lodi, Wis., and a WACO
board member, said the association
“works hard at being the biggest show in
the United States.
“There’s nobody who comes close to
us,” he said. “We are just fortunate to
have a really great director in Lori. We’re
fortunate to have a good board. We’re
fortunate to have this facility that never
wants to see us leave. Their staff will do
anything for us. I mean, we can come
and go as if we owned the place for four
to five days. That’s really incredible.”
Styer said the conference has been
sold out ahead of time for the last several
years, primarily because the association
has gone out of its way to promote those
all-important networking opportunities.
“That’s the one thing we’ve done over
the years — convince people that the
most important part of an association is
networking,” he said. “You will learn
more talking to one another and get the
best ideas from each other. You can’t read
it in a book. You can’t read it in a magazine. There’s a passion. This information
is critical. So, I think we all go home with
a whole ton of ideas and that’s why we

Madilynn and Kathrine Gussel, whose parents
own Sherwood Forest campground in Wisconsin
Dells, received an autograph from Miss Wisconsin Rosalie Smith.

came. Yeah, let’s say ‘Hi’ and all that. But
at the end of the day, what’s the new
idea? What’s the new product? And how
can I make more money? And it all
comes back to money. We’re here to better ourselves and to make more money.”
The theme for this year’s convention
was “Roaring 20’s,” and a number of activities featured gambling halls,
speakeasies and other nods from that
era. Other events and activities included
silent and live auctions, a cracker barreltype idea exchange, WACO’s annual
meeting, roundtable discussions and a
one-and-a-half day trade show.

Members of the University of Wisconsin Marching Band paraded through the aisles to signal the
opening of the WACO trade show.
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Bud Styer

Resort, a 110-site campground in
Montello, Wis., that also offers cabins
and cottage rentals, was inducted into
the WACO Hall of Fame. Current owners
Linda and Gary Doudna — the park was
founded by Linda’s parents more than 20
years ago — spoke briefly and thanked
everyone for the honor.
Among the many seminars, one by
ARVC President and CEO Paul Bambei
included an overview of the national association’s benefits as well as announced
a membership initiative that will be presented for board approval in April. The
initiative seeks to provide a “freedom of
choice” for those campground owners
who wish to be ARVC members but not
necessarily members of their state associations. As it is now, ARVC has 100% reciprocal agreements in place with select
state associations by which members
automatically belong to both groups.
The initiative, if approved, would relax
the 100% reciprocation and allow owners to choose membership in either the
state or national association — or both.
The feedback on the convention and
trade show from vendors and campground owners was overwhelmingly
positive, with attendees singling out the
seminars and exhibitors praising the
vendor-friendly efforts by WACO staff.
Jill Brennan of Wisconsin Dells KOA
was making her way around the trade

Another highlight was the appearance
of Gilbert Brown, a former defensive
lineman with the Green Bay Packers
whose foundation that benefits at risk
youth is closely connected with WACO
and many of its members. Brown was
joined by former teammate Santana
Dotson and the two turned in a memorable performance as live auctioneers,
bantering back-and-forth with each
other and the audience.
Also, children of vendors and attendees participated in Kid’s Kamp, which
offered its own set of age-appropriate activities to keep the next generation entertained and occupied. New this year was
a Kids Shark Tank, in which kids developed an idea that could improve a
campground operation. Those children
presented their ideas to a “shark tank” of
convention dignitaries, with the best
idea earning $2,500.
The convention
also featured WACO’s
annual meeting, during which a number
of items were addressed on several issues specific to
Wisconsin. One issue
was deemed a victory when it was announced that during Former Green Bay Packers football player Gilbert Brown, whose foundation
has a close relationship with WACO and many of its members, was on hand
the convention legis- to help serve refreshments as well as serve as the live auctioneer.
lation was signed
into law that beefed
show floor, but paused long enough to
up the liability protection for camptell WCM that she was loving the show.
ground owners.
“We’re gearing up for the season and
Another issue is ongoing, as WACO
buying lots of T-shirts this year — we’re
officials attempt to persuade Wisconsin’s
seeing lots of new ideas based on campstate legislature to allow campground
ing — and we’ve bought some great
owners to construct their own park
quality items, including a lot of cashmodel cabins — so long as they are
and-carry items. We’re going to load up
proven to be transportable.
the truck and head back home tomorrow
In fact, one such park model cabin,
and we’re looking forward to a good seabuilt by Styer — who’s also the primary
son,” Brennan said, adding that advance
lobbyist for WACO — was put on exhibireservations are up, in part due to Wistion during the conference. In front of
consin Dells becoming a popular destistate legislators, the stick-built park
nation for youth baseball tournaments.
model cabin, which was resting on two
“So we’re getting some great reservations
temporary wheels under its skids, was
from youth groups coming in besides
maneuvered around the parking lot by a
our normal vacationers who want to just
forklift.
take in the Wisconsin Dells,” she said.
Styer, who’s also the owner of Bud
Brennan pointed out that she also
Styer & Associates LLC, a campground
enjoyed the conference seminars. “There
consulting firm, and a member of the
were some great, great sessions. Every
National Association of RV Parks and
time you come there is such a vast variCampgrounds (ARVC) board of direcety of sessions to attend. There’s always
tors, told WACO members that this effort
something you can go home with after
is all about giving park owners the
picking up on some great knowledge.
opportunity to build a park model cabin
I’ve been in this business for 20 years and
of better quality than what’s currently
I’m still taking home some great ideas,”
available in the marketplace.
she said.
In other business, elected to the
Dave and Kathy Blake, owners of
WACO board were: Scott Kollock of
Peaceful Waters Campground in
Vista Royalle Campground in Bancroft,
Bloomingdale, Ind., a five-year-old park
Wis.; Leland Nelson of Keyes Lake
in Indiana’s famous covered bridges
Campground in Florence, Wis.; Adam
region, echoed Brennan’s sentiments,
Malsack of Lake Arrowhead Campsaying they gained a tremendous
ground in Montello, Wis.; and Mike
amount of insight.
Dricken of Lake Lenwood Beach and
“Yesterday I sat in on all the social
Campground in Wet Bend, Wis.
media seminars and my head is still
Finally, Buffalo Lake Camping
WOODALLSCM.com

swimming,” said Kathy Blake, adding
also had great seasons last year.”
that they were able to attend the show
Maggie Linnell, president and owner
courtesy of the Indiana Campground
of Michigan-based Your Electrical SoluOwners Association.
tions (YES), said the show was “one of
Derek Lother, vice president of sales
the best shows we’ve ever been to.”
at Prime Karts in Pensacola, Fla., a long“I’ve got orders and quotes that are
time manufacturer and distributor of
going to take me three weeks to get to.
pedal karts, said this was his company’s
I’ve met customer after customer. The
17th year exhibiting at the WACO trade
people have been awesome. I got to see
show.
“We keep coming
back because I think
it’s really the biggest
state campground
show in the country.
It’s the most well-attended and we have
a lot of customers in
this area, not just
from Wisconsin but
from the surrounding states that come
to the show,” he said.
Chris Kornely, the Greg Zingler of Zingler Sign & Design, based in Tomah, Wis.,
s e l f - p r o c l a i m e d meets with a campground owner during the trade show.
“Diva of Dump Stations” for The Tower Co. Inc., a Manicustomers that I’ve had for 15 years and
towac, Wis.-based dump station
I finally got to meet them in person and
equipment supplier, said the show was
give them all a hug and a kiss. This show
great and she loved the energy.
has been awesome and so have all of the
“It’s a fantastic show — it beats the
other vendors. There’s even one vendor
other shows, but I’m from Wisconsin so
who I’m going to buy my shirts from for
I’m a little biased,” Kornerly said. “People
my company. We definitely want to
were buying and they are optimistic
come back next year,” Linnell said. —
Rick Kessler WCM
about their season coming up – and they
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KOA VP Joining Ind. Gov. At Power Breakfast
Indiana Gov. Mike Pence will pay a
high-profile visit to Northern Indiana in
mid-May as keynote speaker for the 2016
RV Industry Power Breakfast, Thursday,
May 12, to the RV/MH Hall of Fame’s
Northern Indiana Event Center in the RVbuilding center of Elkhart.
Also on the agenda for this year’s breakfast is a rare “fireside chat” with the competitive chief executives of North America’s
two largest RV builders representing 71%
of U.S. shipments — Forest River Inc. CEO
Pete Liegl and Thor Industries Inc. Chairman Peter Orthwein — while KOA Senior
VP of Marketing Toby O’Rourke, chief fran-

chise operations officer for Montanabased KOA, will highlight new market
studies from the 500-park franchisor.
Additional speakers include Recreation
Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA) President Frank Hugelmeyer, who will provide
industry-centric updates from the Reston,
Va.-based trade association, and teleconference reports from key lawmakers, all
three of whom are co-chairpersons of the
Congressional RV Caucuses, a legislative
outreach developed and coordinated by
RVIA, including Sen. Joe Donnelly, D-Ind.,
Sen. Joni Ernst, R-Iowa, and Indiana 2nd
District U.S. Rep. Jackie Walorski. WCM

Jeff Sims —from page 3

Branson in 1967.
As an adult, Sims helped run Compton
Ridge Campground with his parents and siblings, and he soon developed a knack for
marketing and government affairs work,
which he would use to promote the interest
of private campground operators at state,
national and international levels.
In 1977, at the age of 19, Sims was elected
president of the Missouri Campground Owners Association, which, like many associations, experienced challenges in building its
membership base. In 1989, he received a President’s Award from the National Campground
Owners Association (NCOA), the precursor to
today’s ARVC, in recognition of his successful
efforts to rebuild the Missouri association.

posal further states that an RV should be built
and certified by the manufacturer in accordance with either the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) standard 1192 or the updated American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) standard for recreational vehicles,
which goes by the code A119.5-15.
HUD proposed the clarifying language
based upon a recommendation from the Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee, a
Congressionally created advisory panel for the
agency, which acted at the request of ARVC,
RVIA and RVDA. HUD has opened a public
comment period on its proposed rule, which
runs through April 11. HUD will then evaluate
the comments and finalize
the rule changes.
While RVIA recognized
Sims for his efforts, Sims
said it’s really the members of ARVC who deserve
recognition because it
was through their letters to
Congress that the campaign generated attention
and, ultimately, the needed
wording changes in HUD
regulations to differentiate
park model RVs from manufactured homes.
Frank Hugelmeyer, Jeff Sims and Derald Bontrager
“The message to the
stand together at the awards ceremony.
campground industry is
that through ARVC and
through our industry partners, we can mobiHe was elected to the board of NCOA in
lize to take political action,” Sims said, adding
1992, the same year the association changed
that he continues to look out for campground
its name to the National Association of RV
industry interests through his daily monitoring
Parks and Campgrounds.
of the StateNet database, which flags
While serving as chairman of ARVC’s pubproposed laws and regulations that could
lic affairs committee, the Clinton administraaffect campground industry operations.
tion invited Sims to the White House in 1993
RVIA’s National Legislative Award was the
to provide comments on the anticipated
latest of many accolades for Sims, 59, who
effects of mandatory health care coverage
has spent his whole life either running a
on small businesses.
campground or working on behalf of the
Sims eventually became chairman of ARVC
campground industry.
and served a two-year term in 1997 and 1998.
Born and raised in Stone County, Mo.,
In 1997, he represented ARVC in meetings
Sims started working at age 10 for his parwith the Japanese Ministry of Construction
ents, Dean and Vinita Sims, when they
on a 10-day trip that was organized with help
opened Compton Ridge Campground near
from the U.S. Embassy in Japan.
“At that the time,” Sims said, “the Japanese were concerned that campgrounds
would become like little mini cities and that
RVs would not meet their earthquake standards. We toured campgrounds around
Japan and I discussed the direction that RV
parks and campgrounds were taking.”
Sims also studied Japanese during the
trip, and used it in subsequent meetings with
Japanese campground industry officials in
the U.S. as they attended ARVC meetings and
sought advice on ways to build their own RV
and campground industries.
In 1998, Sims became the sixth recipient of
The Stan Martin Award, ARVC’s highest honor.
Sims and his family sold Compton Ridge
Campground in 2007. He has been working as
ARVC’s director of state relations and
program advocacy since January 2011. —
Jeff Crider WCM

Manufacturers of Quality Recreation FUNniture

www.ParkEquipment.com

1-800-376-7897
2061 Sulphur Springs Rd
Morristown, TN 37813
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RVIA Offers ‘Best Practices’ for Park Model RV Use

Keystone Deluxe Loft Park Model Cabin

The RV industry exists in a precarious regulatory world, the Recreation
Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA)
reported in its RVIA Today Express
newsletter.
RVs are vehicles built to be used for
temporary seasonal, recreational and
camping purposes. As such the industry, led by RVIA, the National RV Dealers Association (RVDA) and the
National Association of RV Parks and

Campgrounds (ARVC), as well as state
RV and campground associations,
works hard to create and maintain a
bright regulatory line between RVs and
permanent housing.
Those efforts have been largely successful. After potentially destroying the
RV industry with a new RV definition
interpretation a year ago, the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) is now in the

process of exempting RVs from manufactured housing standards based on
the black-and-white fact that they are
built to RV standards.
Meanwhile, states by and large allow
the RV industry to maintain selfregulation in terms of RV standards
compliance and enforcement. And
although local jurisdictions often try to
impose onerous residential tax and
zoning regulations, the industry is
typically successful at beating those
back. But it is a constant struggle.
For example, some consumers and
campgrounds remove the axles, tires
and hitch from park model RVs
(PMRVs) when they set them up. Once
this happens, a PMRV is no longer considered an RV in most jurisdictions,
placing financing, insurance and tax
benefits in jeopardy. It may also incur
the wrath of local zoning regulators on
the campground in which the unit is
sited.
Blurring the line between RVs and
permanent housing this way raises the
industry’s profile with regulators and
threatens the industry. However tempting it may be, it needs to be avoided.
So what are the best practices for
setting up a PMRV while maintaining
the bright regulatory line between RVs

and permanent housing? They are:
• Comply with local zoning regulations and code requirements.
• Set up the unit so it can be readily
removed.
• Be sure the unit is built to the
appropriate standard for PMRVs, ANSI
A119.5. Every certified unit should have
an RVIA or other third-party inspection
label located adjacent to the unit’s main
entrance.
• Never take the wheels and axles off
unless required by local ordinance.
• Unbolt the hitch and store it under
the unit.
• Let some air out of the tires to get
the unit as low to the ground as possible and then block, level and tie it
down.
• Never permanently attach a PMRV
to the ground using footers or foundation.
• Do not permanently attach decks,
porches or other structures to the unit.
These types of accessories should be
free-standing.
• Combining two PMRVs to create a
‘double-wide’ is expressly forbidden in
the ANSI A119.5 standard.
Helping to maintain the bright line
between RVs and permanent housing
is the responsibility of every RV manufacturer, dealer and campground in
order to keep our industry from being
its own worst enemy. WCM

Sun Communities Reports Strong Q4, 2015
Sun Communities Inc. of Southfield,
Mich., reported in late February its
fourth-quarter and full-year results for
the quarter and year ending Dec. 31.
• For the quarter, funds from operations grew 17.4% compared to the same
period in 2014. For the year, the increase
was 7.7%
• Same-site net operating income
(NOI) increased by 8.8% compared to the
same period a year earlier.
• Sun sold 13 communities in late
November, raising $137.9 million.
• Sun also paid off $85.2 million in longterm debt.
“2015 represented another significant
year in Sun Communities’ ongoing
growth and evolution,” said Gary Shiffman, chairman and CEO of the realestate investment trust. “We continued
to upgrade our portfolio and enhance our
geographic diversification as we integrated 38 high-quality communities into
our platform and disposed of 20 commu-

nities which no longer fit with our growth
profile. Furthermore, we have a wellpositioned balance sheet with the
necessary flexibility and capacity to support additional growth. With meaningful
embedded cash flow generating
potential through occupancy and rate
gains, along with site expansions and
opportunistic acquisitions, we are
encouraged by our prospects to build on
our past successes.”
Sun operates a mix of RV and manufactured housing properties. Since
March 2015, the company has acquired
eight MH communities and four RV
resorts for roughly $400 million, adding
more than 5,300 sites to its portfolio. In
addition, the company acquired the
American Land Lease portfolio in
January, comprising 38 properties.
The company is projecting income
growth this year of 18% in its RV transient
business and an 8.6% boost in its seasonal/annual RV business income. WCM

OSHA Fines N.Y. Campground $187,000
The U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) has
levied fines of $187,000 against the
Alpine Lake RV Resort in Saratoga
County, N.Y.
OSHA officials said employees were
exposed to electrical hazards throughout
the Corinth facility when they were required to work on outdoor electrical
equipment.
An agency spokesman said employees did not have the training or safeguards necessary to protect them.
The campground is owned by Equity
Lifestyle Properties Inc. of Chicago.
According to OSHA, the campground
let electrical infrastructure fall behind.
Two of the issues, the agency reported,
were that employees were required to repeatedly reset circuit breakers on electrical field boxes due to an undersized and
WOODALLSCM.com

inappropriately wired electrical service,
and there were damaged and rusting
electrical field boxes with openings that
allowed in rain, snow and wind.
“These employees were knowingly exposed to electrical hazards that could
have burned, shocked, disabled or killed
them. They lacked the basic training,
personal protective equipment and safeguards necessary to protect them,” said
Robert Garvey, OSHA’s area director in
Albany. “This employer must take
prompt and effective steps to address
and eliminate all these hazards before
workers are harmed.”
The violations were a mixture of
“serious” and “willful,” according to
OSHA, with $47,000 in fines going
toward the seven violations deemed
serious and $140,000 going toward the
two willful violations. WCM
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CAMPGROUNDPROFILE
Hard Work, Reinvestment and a Big Focus on Local
Campers Pays Off for Des Moines West KOA Holiday

Turning their park into a popular destination for local
families has helped Chris and Jamie Rademacher
double their park’s income in the last five years.

‘We try to be all-encompassing for activities so people can come locally and feel like they’re
getting away and have a ball. Our philosophy is to keep the kids busy all the time so the
parents can relax,’ said co-owner Jamie Rademacher.
Five years ago this month, Chris
Rademacher and his wife, Jamie, went
into business together when they
bought the Kampgrounds of America
(KOA) franchise location in the Des
Moines, Iowa, metro area.
As with many campground owners,
the driving force in the Rademachers
taking over the Des Moines West KOA
Holiday was a desire for independence.
“Owning a campground was going to
give us an opportunity to venture into
business ownership and work on our
own, not have to work for someone
else,” Jamie Rademacher told Woodall’s
Campground Management. “Chris had
experience living in a campground for a
while in his previous career, and he
really enjoyed that.
“We’d been married for a year and
thought, ‘This is going to be a great
adventure. Let’s go for it,’” she said
Her husband recalled, “We searched
for probably about a year-and-a-half
and ended up with this park. We wanted

a park we could run partially or fully
remotely. We had a lot to learn.
“After being here a short period of
time,” he continued, “we realized that
really wasn’t what we wanted to do. We
really enjoy living and working here at
the park and have realized some great
growth here in Des Moines. We’ve taken
the park from strictly an overnight park
to really a family destination weekend
park for the local area. We’ve grown the
business that way for kids and families.”
And looking back, Jamie said that
change is one of the most rewarding aspects of the last half-decade. “Seeing it
flourish into a place that families love to
come to, they love to spend time and
get away from whatever it is they’re
trying to get away from and really enjoy
being with us, it’s really been a great
experience for us.”
The Rademachers became the third
owners of the park since it was built in
the 1960s, and it has been a KOA all
along. “We wanted a KOA or a park we

The addition of deluxe patio sites has been well received by guests.
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involved in the operations.”
The land which campground sits,
about 16 miles west of Des Moines and
about a mile-and-a-half north of Interstate 80, was a farm field a half-century
ago, though there are gentle slopes on
three sides of the campground, which
sits in an area of mild hills.
“When they developed it they
planted some trees in the front half of
the park, but they’re not overly thick,”
Jamie said. “The back half is wide open.
We have some areas of woods people
can walk through in the back, on the
east side of the pond. There’s a small
fishing pond and the tent sites are on
the north side and south side.”
The setting, like the park, has been a
great blessing for the Rademachers,
Jamie said. ”It’s a great park in a great location. We get a mix of folks who are
traveling because we’re just off I-80. We
also get a lot of folks who are local. We
also get a fair mix of people who are
staying long term.”
Intentionally, the mix has changed
since they took over.
“The local business was really underdeveloped when we bought the park,”
she explained. “It was our goal to turn
an overnight park into more of a
destination.”
To do that, they’ve added amenities
and activities in their tenure.
In addition to the heated swimming
pool, there’s a large inflatable jumping
device, water wars, gem mining, pedal
cars, horseshoes, ladderball, basketball,

could convert to a KOA because we were
completely new to RV park ownership,”
Jamie explained. “We felt like it made
sense having KOA’s national support,
those resources and the
name recognition behind
us,” she said. “It’s been a
really good partnership for
us.”
As it turns out, it’s been
a good relationship for
KOA too. The Billings,
Mont.-based franchisor
named the Rademachers
its “Rising Star” award winners in November at the
KOA Annual Convention at
the Ocean Center in Daytona Beach, Fla.
“The Rising Star goes to
owners who absolutely love
the KOA lifestyle. They in- Chris (left) and Jamie receive the KOA Rising Star Award
stitute good business prac- from Jef Sutherland in Daytona Beach, Fla., in November.
tices from the start to make
sure that as they look forward to standing here in 30, 40, 50 years,
volleyball, a dunk tank — Chris goodthat from the get-go they ensure growth,
naturedly mans that sometimes — and
profitability and outstanding service,”
a slip-and-slide. They’re in the process
said Jef Sutherland, KOA senior vice
of adding trampoline basketball, padpresident of franchise operations.
dleboats and kayaks in the ponds. Plus,
“Our rising star has the desire — and
there’s a full activities schedule Fridays
shows it — to improve facilities that will
and Saturdays including hay rides and
enhance guest satisfaction. Rising stars
movie nights in the open-air pavilion.
do not sit still. They’ve proven their abil“We try to be all-encompassing for
ity to not only plan, but also to impleactivities so people can come locally
ment those plans,” Sutherland said.
and feel like they’re getting away and
“They have doubled the campground
have a ball. Our philosophy is to keep
income. They have taken advantage of
the kids busy all the time so the parents
everything KOA offers: Risk managecan relax,” Jasmie explained. “We have
ment, site upgrades — they’ve just done
two to three activities people on staff.”
such a fantastic job. They’ve added
Their total staff includes up to 14
patio sites, deluxe cabins, and along
people, a mix of the Rademachers, work
with that they never forget the fun. They
campers and local employees, and the
have a great staff and they get their staff
way the staff has created that family enWoodall’s Campground Management

The Des Moines West KOA Holiday’s camp
store is a significant source of revenue.

vironment is a source of pride for Jamie.
“I think success comes in a lot of different ways. One of the greatest things
we can hear is a guest who comes in and
tells us what a great time they had with
us, that they’re coming back again and
bringing more friends and more family
with them,” she said.
“When we can see our campground
full it’s really exciting. The energy that
exists in a full campground,” she
continued, “is incredible. We got into it
to be able to help families and campers
create great memories.”
Of course, financial success is important to the health of a business, too, and
the Rademachers have managed that
through all their efforts and expansions.
They started out with four basic
cabins and two park model RV “KOA
Deluxe Cabins” and now have eight
park models, plus a towable RV rental.
“We plan to add more,” Jamie said,
along with deluxe patio RV sites.
Chris explained, “When we bought
the park we grossed half of what we
ended up grossing last year. In five
seasons we’ve doubled the revenue
overall for the park. We love to see that.
There’s still a lot of room for growth.”
The park sits on 18 acres and the
Rademachers’ house is there on another three acres on the property. “We
plan to start on an RV-site expansion
this year on the south side of the house,
another 14 sites probably,” he said. “Last
year we added water, electricity and
sewer service for 12 or 13 more cabins
down by the pond and we’ll add those
at some point. We’ve invested tons and
tons of money into the park. There’s
never an issue of value.”
Another investment that’s paid off is
their larger-than-average camp store.
“It’s pretty extensive,” Jamie said. “We
have Hunt Bros. pizza in our store,
hand-scooped ice cream, and we’re
adding shaved ice this year. We have RV
supplies, gifts souvenirs, beer, wine,
shirts, snacks, toys, games — we
even do local wine tasting. It’s pretty
extensive, more so than many campgrounds,” she said.
In fact, Chris estimated it’s three
times the size of the stores at most
similar-sized campgrounds. “Because
of that, 18% of our revenue is out of our
store. We try to grow it every year,” he
said.
And of course, while they’ve had
plenty of successes, the Rademachers
have certainly had their share of
missteps and difficulties.
“We realized that remote ownership
WOODALLSCM.com

and leadership of your park is not
something that’s a reality. We learned
quickly we needed to be here on site,”
Jamie said.
Chris agreed, saying, “It was a park
that wouldn’t have supported a manager anyway. Now it could make sense
to have a manager, but with as much
redevelopment as we’re putting into it,
we really need to be on hand.”
That said, they can’t do it all themselves.
“It’s critical to have the right staff,”
Jamie emphasized. “We’ve been really
blessed to have an awesome staff.
They’re the ones who are interacting
with your guest, making their day and
making the experience for them. We
couldn’t do it with the wrong staff.”
And, of course, there’s the topic that
vexes so many rural RV park owners: Internet access. The park has a good Wi-Fi
system, but getting enough bandwidth
to the park is a struggle, Chris said.
The fastest access they can get is a 1.5
megabit-per-second line, so the
Rademachers have been paying for 14
lines to the park just to get guests a half-

The Rademachers are expanding their
stable of park model RVs for rent.

hospitality. We’re the ones who are
providing a place for these folks to have
family reunions, weddings, birthday
parties, get-togethers. We can create an
environment that’s awesome.”
Chris said, “The other thing for me is
really focus your time and effort on
learning from people who are doing a
fantastic job with their businesses. Get
involved in 20 Groups would be a huge
recommendation for us.
“We’re involved in two separate ones,
one with KOA and one with ARVC (the
National Association of RV Parks and
Campgrounds). It’s surprising to us
how few people are involved with 20
Groups in the industry and it’s crazy
to me,” Chris told WCM. “We try to
surround ourselves with the best of the
best when we spend time at conventions and expos. We still have a ton to
learn. We have some information to
offer newbies, but we still need to learn
and we spend time with the best to try
to do that.”
Another lesson the Rademachers —
members of the Iowa Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds and ARVC —

Providing guests with amenities, from top
end down to shaded picnic pavilions, is a
philosophy that has helped bring people
back to the park.

decent experience. The good news,
Chris said, is their local provider may be
upgrading the minimum speed to their
park from 1.5 to 12, which can result in
a lot more guest satisfaction.
So what big-picture advice do these
award winners have for others in the
campground sector?
“I think taking the time to get to know
our guests personally when we can, listening to their stories, hearing what
their expectations are and doing our
best to not only meet them but exceed
them is very important,” Jamie
suggested. “Campground ownership is

KOA’s gauge of customer satisfaction —
jumped 14 points over the previous
year, and Chris said that was based
primarily on those infrastructure
improvements.
“If your infrastructure on the surface
is lacking in some areas, you need
to bring that up to standard,” he
explained. “People drive in and they
notice tipped-up concrete by your
building or they go into your bathroom
and they were built in the ’70s, even
though they’re clean, people notice.”
In all, Jamie said, while it’s a tough
job, it’s one they recommend. “Campground ownership has meant that our
family gets to provide our own destiny.
We have been able to set our goals for
our business and for our family, it
means we get to work together, it means
our son (3-year-old Zach) is right there
alongside us. He gets mom and dad all
the time. He gets to experience what it’s
like to grow up owning a business and
what it means to be an entrepreneur.
“I never knew what to expect when
buying a campground. To see our
ideas put in place and to see what
we’ve had grow into something we can
be so proud of,” she concluded, “is
awesome.” — Justin Leighty WCM

Campground Overview

offered was that little things can be
surprisingly important.
“Focus your energy first on incomeproducing items,” said Chris, “but we
learned a lesson last year. We really invested a ton of money in the business.
We added four cabins and added
a bunch of infrastructure for future
cabins, which was costly, and aside
from that did a lot of infrastructure
improvements with a full bathhouse
remodel, a lot of concrete work. The
result we saw from that was a lot greater
than we expected. “
The park’s net promoter score —

Name: Des Moines West KOA Holiday
Address: 3408 L Ave., Adel, Iowa
50003
Number of sites: 110, with 73 fullhookup RVsites with a mix of 30amp and 50-amp service, 17 water
and electric tent sites, four basic
cabins, eight park model RVs, one
rental towable RV and dry tent
camping areas
Physical description: 18 acres set in
a hilly area in the Iowa countryside,
with several surrounding ponds,
including the park’s fishing pond.
There’s a swimming pool, basketball
court, a dog park, a playground, a
cornhole area, volleyball courts and
horseshoe pits
Season: April 1-Oct. 31
Rates: $37.95 to $70.95 for deluxe
patio sites, basic cabins $63.95 to
deluxe cabins overlooking pond at
$144.95, tents $27.95-35.95
Website:
koa.com/campgrounds/des-moines
Contact: 515-834-2729 WCM
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GuestRated.com Names ‘A’ Campgrounds
Only 34 out of about 4,000 campgrounds, RV parks and resorts across
America received all-around ‘A’ ratings in
GuestRated.com consumer surveys completed in 2015, the company announced.
“If you do the math, that amounts to
fewer than one in 100 campgrounds, RV
parks and resorts receiving all around ‘A’
ratings in our consumer surveys,” said
Bob MacKinnon, a former Disney Co.
executive who founded GuestRated.com,
which bills itself the nation’s most
thorough online rating system for
public and privately owned and operated
campgrounds.

Bob MacKinnon

Real Log Park Model Cabins

• Real Rustic Log Cabins
• Turn-Key!
• Durable and Appealing
• Highly Profitable
• Pays Off Within 1-3 Years

Park Model Cabins
starting at $21,900
Located in Lancaster, PA

1-800-684-5808 • www.keystonekabins.com
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While online surveys typically give
consumers the ability to post their
comments, most online survey forms ask
consumers to rate only a few things, like
value, location, cleanliness and service.
GuestRated.com, by contrast, solicits
consumer feedback on 55 different guest
satisfaction questions in addition to
providing consumers the ability to post
written comments and suggestions.
“We drill down to specifics with our
surveys,” MacKinnon said. “For example,
we ask, ‘How clean were the showers
compared to the toilet areas? Was the
bathroom well stocked with supplies?
What was the attitude of staff? Did staff
have a professional appearance? Were
they quick and efficient? How would you
rate the safety and security of the park?’”
Ultimately, MacKinnon said, GuestRated.com aims not only to provide consumers with meaningful reviews that can
help them identify the best campgrounds,
but provide campground operators with
letter grades covering every aspect of
their parks so that they know where to
prioritize their improvements and create
a better guest experience.
“Sometimes campgrounds have
terrific facilities, but their staffing needs
attention, or vice versa,” MacKinnon
said. “Or maybe the park’s facilities and
staffing are very good, but their reservation process needs improvement. Our
survey process helps park operators zero
in on specific trouble spots that don’t
show up in other online reviews.”
In 2015, consumers filled out more
than 30,000 surveys involving nearly 4,000
public and privately owned and operated
campgrounds across the U.S.
But while the vast majority of the nation’s campgrounds do not receive overall “A” ratings, there are several across
the country who have received overall
“A” ratings several years in a row. Here
is a listing of the latest “A” rated parks:
• Anaheim RV Park, Anaheim, Calif., a

five-time “A” grade winner.
• Ashland ATV Resort, North Fork,
W.V., a five-time “A” grade winner.
• Beaver Dam Campground, Berwick,
Maine, a four-time “A” grade winner.
• Bluebonnet Ridge RV Park, Terrell,
Texas, a first-time “A” grade winner.
• Buffalo Lake Camping Resort, Montello, Wis., a six-time “A” grade winner.
• Cherry Hill Park, College Park, M.D.,
a seven-time “A” grade winner.
• Chief White Crane Recreation Area,
Yankton, S.D., a first-time “A” grade
winner.
• Custer State Park, Custer, S.D., a
four-time “A” grade winner.
• D & W Lake Camping and RV Park,
Champaign, Ill., a six-time “A” grade
winner.
• Eagle Cliff Campground, Lanesboro,
Minn., a first-time “A” grade winner.
• Far Horizons 49er Village RV Resort,
Plymouth, Calif., a four-time “A” grade
winner.
• Geneseo Campground, Geneseo, Ill.,
a two-time “A” grade winner.
• Hartford Beach State Park, Corona,
S.D., a two-time “A” grade winner.
• Kalyumet Camping & Cabins, Lucinda, Pa., a five-time “A” grade winner.
• Lake George RV Park, Lake George,
N.Y., an eight-time “A” grade winner.
• Lake Vermillion Recreation Area,
Canistota, S.D., a three-time “A” grade
winner.
• Lakewood Camping Resort, Myrtle
Beach, S.C., a first-time “A” grade
winner.
• Las Vegas RV Resort, Las Vegas,
Nev., a six-time “A” grade winner.
• Leaf Verde RV Resort, Buckeye,
Ariz., a three-time “A” grade winner.
• Lewis and Clark Recreation Area,
Yankton, S.D., a three-time “A” grade
winner.
• Newton Hills State Park, Canton,
S.D., a three-time “A” grade winner.
• Ocean Lakes Family Campground,
Myrtle Beach, S.C,. a seven-time “A”
grade winner.
• O’Neil Creek Campground, Chippewa
Falls, Wis., a first-time “A” grade winner.
• Pelican Lake Recreation Area,
Watertown, S.D., a first-time “A” grade
winner.
• Pismo Coast Village RV Resort,
Pismo Beach, Calif., a six-time “A” grade
winner.
• Rocky Point Recreation Area, Belle
Fourche, S.D., a first-time “A” grade
winner.
• Shadow Hills RV Resort, Indio, Calif.,
a four-time “A” grade winner.
• Smuggler’s Den Campground, Southwest Harbor, Maine, a two-time “A”
grade winner.
• Sunny Brook RV Resort, South
Haven, Mich., an eight-time “A” grade
winner.
• The Springs at Borrego RV Resort,
Borrego Springs, Calif., a six-time “A”
grade winner.
• The Vineyards Campground &
Cabins, Grapevine, Texas, an eight-time
“A” grade winner.
• West Whitlock Recreation Area,
Gettysburg, S.D., a two-time “A” grade
winner.
• Wishon Village RV Park, Shaver
Lake, Calif., a five-time “A” grade winner.
• Yellowstone Holiday Campground,
West Yellowstone, Mont., a five-time “A”
grade winner. WCM
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GUEST VIEW

ARVC Advocates on Behalf of the
Thousands of U.S. Park Operators
Paul
Bambei
“You cannot be serious!”
These famously inflammatory words
were yelled by tennis star John McEnroe
during the 1981 Wimbledon tournament on a close line call by the head
referee. Yet in the campground world,
they hold a different meaning.
If you’re not a member of the National
Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds (ARVC), you cannot be serious
about the campground you own or
manage, simply because you’re leaving
a lot of upside on the table.
Actually, you’re in the majority. By
our own estimate, there are close to
7,000 true RV campgrounds in the U.S.,
of which 3,000, or 43%, are members of
ARVC. Do the members of ARVC know
something you don’t? You bet they do.
The ARVC portfolio of product and
service benefits alone pays back the reasonable annual dues. Currently, the national dues are only $140 base fee per
park plus $1.29 per site (not including
applicable affiliated state dues). For the
typical 150-site park, that’s only about
$335 per year. And if you’re a larger park
with 510 or more sites, our dues cap at
$799 a year.
What do you get in return? Look at
some of the great national discounts for
propane, Staples Advantage and HD
Supply office and maintenance supplies, ASCAP/BMI/SESAC music license
fees, MPLC and SWANK movie license
fees and Leslie pool supplies as just a
few examples and you’ll see the bucks
quickly add up, often into the thousands of dollars. That’s the easy stuff to
figure out though. Let’s talk education.
ARVC is the only place you’ll be able
to tap into a variety of outstanding education curriculum options and outlets
and obtain nationally accredited “credit
units” of outdoor hospitality education
and training, through our 2016 affiliation with IACET, the International Association for Continuing Education
and Training. This accreditation is hard
to achieve, has been granted to 2,200
universities and other institutions
throughout the U.S., and is proof our
education program will soon be big
league. The IACET accreditation is expected to be completed in 2016, but
that’s no reason to not take advantage of
our online learning programs and Outdoor Hospitality Conference and Expo
(OHCE) seminars right now, all aimed at
keeping you abreast of the latest, most
current topics involving best practices.
Something we always hear, which is
hard to price, is the enormous “buddy
value” of networking through the ARVC
membership. Our annual conference,
this year being held Nov. 8-11 in Fort
Worth, Texas, will again feature more
than 50 educational seminars — but
more importantly, you’ll be plugged
into a vast network of more than 1,000
ARVC campground members, industry
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partners and suppliers who have the
information and answers you’re looking
for. ARVC members are afforded special
early-bird pricing and reduced registration fees.
Having any trouble attracting business to your park? ARVC membership
provides a complimentary online listing
on GoCampingAmerica.com (GCA)
that touts more than 1 million visitors
per year. We drive traffic and increase
the outdoor camping community
engagement by developing fresh story
content on the site designed to highlight
the unique camping experiences our
member parks offer and by reaching out
to relevant consumers across all GCA
social media channels.
Park listings can be customized to include a detailed park description, photos, amenities, services, recreation, site
options, mapping directions, as well as
links to the park’s website and reservations. We make it easy for consumers to
find you — more business for your park.
Finally, there’s our wonderful public
affairs program. In 2015 alone, we reviewed more than 10,000 regulatory and
legislative issues affecting our industry,
from national down to local township
level, and assisted in hundreds of them
for the benefit of our members. You may
have read about the grassroots campaign we led to defeat the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) proposal to include
outside porches and decks into the traditional 400-square-foot maximum
measurement of a park model. If that
had gone through, all park models in
the country would have automatically
come under HUD building code
and been treated much like stick-built
manufactured housing. The real
property tax and business licensing
costs associated with this would have
spelled doom for many in our industry.
Of course, our members were the direct beneficiaries of this work, and even
nonmembers of ARVC benefitted too.
There will be many other national
issues that come down the pike in the
near future that affect small business
folks and as a member or not, you can
rest peacefully at night knowing ARVC
is the voice of 3,000 park owners like
you, advocating on your behalf. We just
wish you were with us on the playing
field instead of watching the game from
the cheap seats.
So what’s the objection? Maybe you
were a member of ARVC years ago, had
a bad experience, and left. Stuff
happens. But things have really
changed here for the better, with a
whole new staff of professionals sitting
in the chairs at ARVC headquarters. And
if you’re just new to the industry and
weren’t aware of us, now you are.
I invite you to get serious about your
business and give ARVC some careful
consideration. Phone lines are open at
303-681-0401 and as the man says,
“We’ll leave the porch light on, waiting
for your call.”
Paul Bambei is president and CEO
of the National Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds, headquartered in Centennial, Colo. WCM
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VENDORSCAPES
New Products and Services
for Parks and Campgrounds
Pilot Rock
Add color to your landscape with
colorful plants and colorful planters
from Pilot Rock by R.J. Thomas Mfg.

According to Marketing Manager
Bob Simonsen, the company’s
newly announced line of planters
comes in wood, recycled plastic or
coated steel. Each planter includes a
heavy-duty plastic liner.
The planters can serve as individual accents, but each planter was
also designed to coordinate with
trash receptacles and park benches
to complete the ensemble.
Pilot Rock Park Equipment is designed and manufactured in the
United States by R.J. Thomas Mfg.
Co. Inc. in Cherokee, Iowa, and has
been since 1959.
The Pilot Rock product line includes picnic tables, pedestal grills,
park and street site benches, campfire rings, bike racks, trash and recycling receptacles and lids, lantern
poles, custom signs and more.
Shop online at pilotrock.com.
Premier Campground
Management
Stainless Software Inc., a provider
of campground reservation software, announced the addition of
a dedicated kiosk feature to its
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Premier Campground Management software.
The kiosk feature enhances and
speeds up guest check-ins by allowing guests to enter their personal information themselves. It also allows
late-arriving guests to check in after
hours and receive the information
they need to get to their site.
“This new addition is another step
forward in our goal to provide campground owners and managers the
best possible tools to manage their
campground,” said Billy Chism,
president of Stainless Software, in an
announcement. “Set up one or more
kiosks using any modern tablet and
use this new feature to give your
guests a modern, speedy and
convenient check-in experience.
“Registration delays and data
entry errors can be alleviated by
allowing your guests to enter or
confirm their information for
themselves,” he continued. “An
after-hours kiosk will let your guests
find their reservation, check-in and
receive the information they need
for their stay. Even guests without a
reservation can check availability,
book a site and make a payment
directly from your kiosk.”
More features are in development
including the capture of digital
signatures directly on a tablet as well
as complete document scanning
and archiving for a paper-free office.
The addition comes just two
months after a point-of-sale feature
was added to the software package.
To check out Premier Campground Management, go to
www.premiercampground.com.
Southeast Publications
Southeast Publications (a division of SEPI Marketing) services
more than 1,500 RV resorts and
campgrounds every year. In 2015,
SEPI Marketing indicated that 54%
of all campgrounds had to raise their
annual order of guest guides by at
least 10%.
These volume increases derived
from additional print runs made by
SEPI Marketing to ensure RV resorts
and campgrounds wouldn’t run out
of their guest guides to handle the
unexpected rise in business.
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The increase of unit sales reported
by the Recreation Vehicle Industry
Association, coupled with the oil
price freefall, is a recipe for even
further industry growth, Southeast
Publications predicted.
Meanwhile, the company reported that its MobileRVing Facebook community more than
doubled in the last two years. The
group grew from 16,668 fans at the
beginning of 2014 to 35,312 at the
start of 2016.
For more information on their
growing line of offerings, visit
www.SoutheastPublications.com or
www.MobileRVing.com.
Adventure Golf Services
LittleDuffer Mini Golf, launched
as a low-cost indoor or outdoor
modular miniature golf course in
2012, has been upgraded to increase
fun and make it easier for special
events and rental operations,
according Adventure Golf Services of
Traverse City, Mich.
“We continue to receive customer
input for more portability and flexibility in the course layout, for their
operations,” said Scott Lundmark,
president of Adventure Golf Services.
“By borrowing some of the concepts
from our SplitShot miniature golf
course, we have been able to provide
smaller fairways and greens linked

Sun Communities —from page 3
join together with Sun Communities to become the premier company in the industry.
“We anticipate a smooth transition because Sun and Carefree share the same
goals to take care of our guests, our associates and our shareholders,” they said.
Shiffman, too, said combining the two
companies should be a smooth process.
“As we’ve shown with our prior acquisitions, we expect the integration will go
smoothly and allow us to maximize the embedded growth of the combined portfolio.
And growth is a key factor in this transaction. “At the close of the transaction Sun
will become the largest owner-operator of
manufactured housing sites in the nation,”
Shiffman said in a telephone conference
after the announcement.
“It further improves the quality of our
already best-in-class portfolio and
reinforces our position as a dominant
presence in our industry,” he continued.
The new scale of Sun’s total operation
will lead to additional efficiency in terms of
operations, Shiffman said. That includes
efficient property management as well as
the company’s digital marketing outreach
and call center, which he said maximize
site-night revenue in the RV parks.
In addition, Carefree’s locations have
room for expansion, offering more growth
opportunities for Sun, Shiffman said. —
Justin Leighty WCM
WOODALLSCM.com

together with bridges. This concept
is more fun and replaces the earlier
model.
“There are a multitude of ways to
attach the fairways and multiple
greens, which provides the owner
with easier set up and more options
to set up around existing barriers,” he
added. LittleDuffer Mini Golf has
nine- or 18-hole package prices or an
owner can buy as many individual
golf holes as needed. The fairways,
greens, bridges and rubber obstacles
can also be purchased separately.
The price for a nine-hole course is
$11,505 and requires a recommended minimum space of 1,500
square feet. Various obstacles are
available for an additional cost.
“Unlike other courses where each
golf hole is one integral piece, with
this course each green is made from
four pieces and each fairway eight
pieces which can be quickly assembled and placed where desired,” he
said. “When disassembled, the LittleDuffer can be loaded into any type
of container for easy transportation

and storage. All putting turfs are
precision cut and lay on top of the
completed sections.”
For more information, visit
www.adventureandfun.com or call

888-725-4fun or 231-922-8166.
Stop & Go International Inc.
The Stop & Go Tire Plugger is a
great companion for any business
using service vehicles like golf carts
and ATVs, according to Stop & Go,
based in Crystal Lake, Ill.

“It’s a real jungle out there. Nails,
screws, thorns, bits of glass, and
other hazards are costing you time
and money,” the company said in an
announcement. “If you maintain a
campground, you need to know that
there is a better way to plug tires.
Whether it be a golf cart, ATV, or any
other service vehicle, the Stop & Go
Tire Plugger is your best choice to
make a permanent repair to a punctured tire while remaining mounted
on the wheel and on the vehicle.
The Tire Plugger comes with 25
mushroom shaped repair plugs. “It’s
easy to operate, effective, and pays
for itself with just a few repairs. Free
Shipping is available when you order
just 25 extra plugs.” The standard
model is $44.95 and the deluxe
model is $49.95.
Call 800-747-0238 or visit
www.stopngo.com. WCM

$75M Sports Resort To
Feature KOA Glamping
As if there weren’t plenty of bells and
whistles already attached to Indiana’s
massive $75 million Catalyst Lifestyles Sport
Resort, developers now are detailing a Kampgrounds of America (KOA) campground
that will focus on glamorous camping, the
Indianapolis Star reported.
Better known as glamping, the site will
cater to people looking to enjoy outdoor
adventures with a bit more luxury than
pitching a tent on hard ground.
Catalyst Lifestyles Sport Resort, a 170acre site located in Portage north of I-94 and
about 40 miles southeast of Chicago, will
feature huge domes for indoor football and
baseball, as well as ice hockey, basketball
and soccer. There will also be an indoor
drive-in movie theater, an indoor water park
and a 150-room hotel.
Included in the Wake Up Dunes! portion
of the complex will be a cable wakeboard
park, a 15-acre lake (the centerpiece of the
glamping site) and two aerial adventure
towers.
One tower will be used primarily for climbing adventures. The second will be used to
stage the zip lines and free fall or bungee
jumps, Czapla said.
The first phase of the resort, which breaks
ground next week, will include the glamping
site, Wake Up Dunes! and the main dome of
the complex. WCM
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NCA —from page 19
New York (CONY), Gregg Nichols
touched on his state association’s
extensive efforts with state and
regional economic and tourism
groups. He mentioned the association’s efforts that have allowed it to
reduce member dues while adding another staff member and leveraging a
state grant to help get high-quality
photos and videos to promote camp-

dollars for the pediatric cancer camp
over the years.
During this year’s NCA Great Escape
Sept. 13 at Hickory Hills Family
Camping Resort in Bath, located in
New York’s finger lakes region, attendees will get to visit Camp Good Days
and Special Times and talk with staff
members, Nichols reported.
When all was said and done, the
NCA board was again pleased with the
location, Zbierski said. “We are going

CAMPGROUND
Stunning Vermont Campground for Sale!

For Sale By Owner
60 SITE CAMPGROUND
Rated 4 Stars by Woodalls
All Pull-Thru Sites
Bath House with Showers
Laundromat • Propane Sales
Beautifully Landscaped
31 Unit Mini Storage Rental
114 ACRE FARM
(Sold with campground or separately)

8,000 Sq Ft STEEL BUILDING
2 Miles East of I-55
Sikeston, Missouri

Mark Hathaway (left) makes a point while John DiPietro rests his head
and panelists Sherm Goldenberg, Jeff Sims and Dick Grymonprez listen.

ing in New York, similar to an effort in
neighboring Pennsylvania.
Nichols also highlighted CONY’s
partnership with Camp Good Days
and Special Times, a partnership that
has raised a quarter-of-a-million

to return here for 2017. We’ll be looking
to add more to the program and we’ll
see how we can make the experience
even better for our exhibitors,” Zbierski said — Justin Leighty WCM.

Tents For Troops Adds 35 Parks In 16 States
Tents for Troops (T4T), the Castle
Rock, Wash.-based nonprofit organization that aims to provide free camping for active-duty military members,
announced that it has added 35 more
RV parks to its network.
The new parks range from California to New Hampshire, and include
parks in Missouri, Alabama, Tennessee, Florida, New Mexico, Texas,
Arizona, Washington, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Illinois, Minnesota
and Nebraska, according to the
announcement from Charlie Curry,
founder of T4T.
“We have some great new volunteers and ambassadors helping us out
this year. Brian and C. Beamon have
been huge supporters out west, and
Staff Sgt. Chad Franz, an active-duty

U.S. Marine from New Hampshire,
has been a great help as well,” Curry
said.
In addition to the new parks, T4T
will soon be launching a completely
overhauled website to greatly increase
its capacity and become far more user
friendly. Matthew Pagel of Wisconsin
and Todd Engkraf of Washington have
been instrumental in making this
change happpen, Curry said.
“We expect to begin testing the
website within a week. The updated
website will incorporate Google Maps
and give us the ability to list our Canadian parks as well,” Curry said.
Any RV park/campground owner or
operator wants to join T4T can write
tentsfortroops@aol.com or call 503425-9105. WCM

Serious Inquiries Call

Alex at 573-472-1339

Beautiful Vermont campground in a tourist
location. 20 acres with 90 total campsites,
1/3 seasonal to bring in winter income. 20,
30, 50 amp electric, water, sewer, back-in and
pull thru RV sites. Large recreation hall, bath
house, game room and laundry. Heated pool,
swimming pond, playground, camp store &
propane fill station. 2 bedroom, 2 bath home
with basement, attached garage and shed.
Great location off of the interstate for easy
access. $850k, no owner financing available.
Email campgroundforsale@aol.com for details.

WANTED!
RV Park near
Metro Area
or Large City!
240-600-2304 or
jasonsharer@gmail.com

Campground For Sale by Owner
Woodall’s 4-Star 2015. 31-1/2 acres, 200 sites
(all with water & 30 amp, some with sewer & 50
amp), 2 bathhouses with flush toilets & showers,
2 laundromats, playground with Rainbow unit,
36' x 64' heated pool (new 2013), 7,000 sq foot
event building, 26' x 56' mobile home (3 BR, 2
full baths). $2.5 million.
Cannon Falls Campground, Cannon Falls, MN
507-263- 3145 or cell 612-709-9895
www.cannonfallscampground.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Rates are $1 per word, minimum $15 per ad. Payment
must accompany order. Closing date is the first of the month preceding
month of publication. Published monthly. Make remittance payable to
Woodall’s Campground Management, 2901 E. Bristol St., Ste. B, Elkhart, IN 46514

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

CAMPGROUND MANAGERS
Travel Resorts of America is expanding and
is seeking both experienced and potential
managers to join our professional management team as operations managers or
managers in training. For more information
about current and future openings, please
contact Robert Bouse at rbouse@travel
resorts.com. “Have Fun, Make Money”
with an industry leader!

YOUR NEW BROCHURE PROFESSIONALLY
DESIGNED FOR FREE! Full color, many
sizes, formats. Competitive pricing. Free
shipping! Quantities 2,500 to 1,000,000.
Serving campgrounds, RV resorts, marinas since 1994. Free human consultation!
Old fashioned small town customer service, big city capabilities. Contact Jim
Austin, Campground Marketing Solutions, 866-893-1490.
Woodall’s Campground Management

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Campground Brokers, we
have a 30-year proven track
record of selling parks!
We know the campground industry.
We help educate buyers to this industry.
We meet the buyer to remove contingencies.
We personally attend every closing.
We are available to help – before, during, and even years
after the sale!
• We promise to always tell you the truth…even if it hurts!

•
•
•
•
•

We would like the opportunity to help you in the same way; contact
us at 800-648-1624 or email to: info@campgroundbrokers.com

“Specializing in RV PARKS and
CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE”
Over 30 Years Experience

www.rvparksforsale.com
Our Experience And Expertise = SOLD
612 Sidney Baker St. • Kerrville, Texas 78028
Phone: 830-896-5050 • Fax: 830-896-5052

MICHIGAN CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE
SEVERAL CAMPGROUNDS AVAILABLE

Southern Arizona
Campground For Sale

Including in North Central, South
East and West Michigan Regions

BRIGGS REALTY
www.briggsrealtyonline.com

616-942-1071

WANTED!
RV parks with water feature
(lake, river, ocean), or near major
attraction. Prefer 200+ sites with
high number of seasonal residents,
but will consider smaller parks
(with or without water feature), if
have high seasonal occupancy in
desirable location near attractions.
Family and/or retirement. Rural
or city location. We will decide
quickly and pay all cash or
structure sale to meet your needs.
We are experienced RV park
owners and assure confidentiality.
Brokers welcome.
Please call or email us today:
Phone: 518-725-2003
Email: usresorts@outlook.com

PARK BROKERAGE INC.
Ocean & Riverfront MH, RV, +
Motel Resort, Smith River, CA
(on CA/Oregon border)
136 MH, 288 RV, 50 Motel, 2 Story
Restaurant. 48 Acres on the Pacific
Ocean & Smith River. $7,500,000.
Upside & Development Acreage.

Giant Redwoods RV Park
& Campground, Humboldt
County Redwoods State Park
53 RV & 24 Tent Sites on the Eel River
on the Avenue of the Giants Highway.
Newly Renovated, Low Rates. $1,625,000,
8.9% Cap Rate, 17% Cash Flow.

Pine Flat Lake RV Park,
Sierra, NV Foothills
Near Fresno, CA
200 RV Sites with All Year Round,
Permanents. Very Popular Water Skiing
& Fishing Lake. Low Rents,
Seller Financing at 5%, $3,000,000.

Oxbow Estates RV Park
$1,150,000
Payson, AZ
49 Large Spaces + 6 Apartments and
Owner/Manager Home. Beautiful Mountain
Setting in the Pines just Hour from Phoenix.
20 Degrees Cooler in the Summer!

John Grant/Park Brokerage Inc.
john.grant11510@gmail.com • 800-987-3363 • Fax 858-530-2368
www.parkbrokerage.com

On I-10 Between
Tucson and Phoenix
• 82 sites on 10 acres
• Office and Clubhouse
• Guest Laundry
• K-9 Camp
• Heated Pool
• Propane Sales
• Onsite Steakhouse

Call 520-560-4589
For Sale by Owner
Profitable 30 FHU campground and
4 bedroom home located on busy
I-70 in Colorado. Turn key, 24 pullthrus, 30/50, showerhouse/laundry,
great small town lifestyle for families
or semi-retired. $299K.

970-664-2218
jlensz@outlook.com
Campgrounds/RV Parks
ME - NH - VT - NY
Don Dunton – one of America’s most
experienced Campground/RV Park Brokers
………………………………………………
This month’s featured listings:

Location, Location, Location...
RV Park for Sale By Owner
1/2 mile off I-90
Between Mt. Rushmore & Yellowstone
Devils Tower Exit
56 RV sites, 25 tent sites, 2 cabins
Heated swimming pool
Store, laundry, game room, propane
Owners apartment above store/office
Approximately 7 acres
City water, City sewer, CATV
Good Sam Rating 9
30-50 amp pull thru sites
$1,000,000 +
Serious buyers only / No brokers
Bernie 307-282-0023

WOODALLSCM.com

Maine Geological Wonder Tours, Campground,
Gift Shop, Museum, House, More. Most popular
ocean-tourist town in state. Reduced.
Now Only $725,000!
Campground/Canoe Livery. 100 sites, 175
Canoes/Kayaks, Quality Park, Store, Residence.
1,000' of New England’s most recreational River.
Now $1,150,000
NH - 68 sites, Pool, Pond, Residence, Major
Tourist Highway, More. $549,000
ME - 100 Sites, 2 Houses (1gutted), Pool, Large Office/
store/rec rooms. More, Pretty Park $775,000

………………………………………………
I have several large parks to $4,100,000.
(Qualified Buyers, only - please.)
Contact Don for these and other listings.

www.BuyaCampground.com
Don @BuyaCampground.com

603-755-3944
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
APRIL
8: Maine Campground Owners
Association Annual Meeting and
Trade Show
Portland Sports Complex
Portland, Maine
Contact: 207-782-5874
12: California Association of
RV Parks and Campgrounds
Spring RV Park Day
Sam’s Family Spa Hot Water Resort
Desert Hot Springs, Calif.
Contact: 530-885-1624
17-19: Texas Association of
Campground Owners Spring Show
Kerrville, Texas
Contact: 817-426-9395
27: Arizona Association of RV Parks
and Campgrounds Annual Meeting
Rawhide, Ariz.
Contact: arizonaarvc@aol.com

MAY
4-5: Florida and Alabama
Association of RV Parks and
Campgrounds Annual Meeting
Wyndham Orlando Resort
Orlando, Fla.
Contact: 850-562-7151

JULY
11-15: National School of RV Park
and Campground Management
Western Campus
Metro State University
Denver, Colo.
Contact: 303-681-0401

AUGUST
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14-18: America’s Largest RV Show
Giant Center
Hershey, Pa.
Contact: 888-303-2887
27: California Association of
RV Parks and Campgrounds
Fall RV Park Day
Rancho Jurupa Park and
Crestmore Manor
Jurupa Valley, Calif.
Contact: 530-885-1624

NOVEMBER
3-5: Campground Owners of
New York 2016 Exposition for the
Outdoor Hospitality Industry
Turning Stone Resort
Verona, N.Y.
Contact: 585-586-4360
6-10: Leisure Systems Inc. (LSI)
Symposium and Trade Show
Northern Kentucky Convention
Center and Embassy Suites
Covington, Ky.
Contact: Dean Crawford,
513-831-2100 ext. 12
dcrawford@leisure-systems.com
8-11: National Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Outdoor
Hospitality Conference and Expo
Fort Worth Convention Center
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact: 303-681-0401
14-17: Kampgrounds of America
Convention and Expo
Chattanooga Convention Center
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Contact: 406-254-7416,
shuck@koa.net

15-17: Tennessee Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Annual
Conference and Trade Show
Smoky Mountain Premier RV Resort
Cosby, Tenn.
Contact: 865-685-5339

20-23: Camping In Ontario
Convention and CampEx
Sheraton On The Falls
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Contact: Krista Bethune,
877-672-2226
kbethune@campinginontario.ca

SEPTEMBER

DECEMBER

13-14: Northeast Campground
Association Great Escape 2016
Hickory Hill Family Camping Resort
Bath, N.Y.
Contact: 860-684-6389,
cyndy@campnca.com

12-14: Pennsylvania Campground
Owners Association Convention
and Trade Show
Penn Stater Hotel
State College, Pa.
Contact: 610-767-5026 WCM

Canadian RVing & Camping
Week May 24-29

Delaware State Park’s
Improvements Ongoing

This year’s marking of Canadian
Camping and RVing Week has been
set for May 24-29, according to the
Canadian Camping and RV Council
(CCRVC) and Go RVing Canada.
“To celebrate the start of the camping season, participating campgrounds across Canada will be
offering discounted rates for reservations made for Friday, May 27, and
Saturday, May 28,” the CCRVC said
in its announcement. Some campgrounds may even extend the
discount to attract campers.
For a list of all planned events,
activities, promotions and participating campgrounds, visit the CCRVC
website at canadiancampingrv
council.ca. WCM

Improvements to Delaware’s Cape Henlopen State Park campground will continue
for another year, the Cape Gazette reported.
The key project to be completed by May
2017 is electric service to 135 of the nearly
160 RV and tent sites; no electrical service
is currently available. Electrical service was
the top requested improvement that surfaced during a 2015 survey, said Delaware
Division of Parks and Recreation Director
Ray Bivens. A new camp store with laundry
and utility sinks will also be completed by
May 2017.
Landscaping, improved paths within the
campground, some larger sites and the addition of back-in and pull-through RV sites are
also scheduled to be completed in 2017.
The campground will close in September
so this phase of renovations can begin. WCM
Woodall’s Campground Management

